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Northern

Elizabeth

Anne

Noler, Chair;

J.

Hoecker,
Vicky A. Bailey, James
william L. Massey, and Donald F. santa,

co.

Power

)

ORDER ISSUING

Project

Mo.

Jr.

2711-002

LICENSE

(Issued June 2, 1994)

25, 1991, Northern states Power (Northern) filed an
I of the Federal Power Act (FPA) & for
to continue to operate and maintain the
a subsequent license
1.2 megawatt (Nw) Trego project No. 2711. The project is located
on the Namekagon River in the town of Treqo in Washburn county,
wisconsin.
For the reasons discussed below, we will issue the
On

Narch

application

under Part

Q2

license.

The Wisconsin
Notice of the application was published.
of Natural Resources filed a motion to intervene but
did not take a position on the license. American Rivers, Inc.
filed a motion to intervene. The U.S. Department of the Interior
(In .riorl did not seek intervenor status, but filed comments.
American Rivers does not oppose continued operation of the Trego
project (with appropriate conditions), but asserts that the
Commission lacks authority to issue the project a subsequent
license. /3 Interior maintains that it has authority to
require conditions pursuant to Section 4(e) of the FPA because
the project is located within the Wild and Scenic Rivers System
which Interior administers.
These arguments are addressed below,
agencies, and individuals
and all other comments of intervenors,
Department

l/
22

791(a)-823(b).
subsequent license is a license issued after the
expiration of' minor license for which Sections 14 and 15
of the PPA (dealing with relicensing) were waived. 18
C.F.R. 9 16.2(c) (1992). Although, in a letter filed
Narch 25, 1991, Northern stated its assumption that the
initial license order for the Trego project did not waive
sections 14 and 15 of the FPA, the license order did do so.
Nse 57 FPC 1527 (1977). The initial license order gave
application
Northern an opportunity to file a supplemental
if it did not wish the provisions to be waived (~s 57 FpC
at 1531), but we have no evidence that it ever did so.
Interior initially also made this assertion, but later
changed its position.
Qa discussion. jaggy.
16 U.S.C.

5%
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nave been considered

conditions,
An

in determining

to issue this license.

Environmental

Assessment

whether,

or under

what

~4

{EA) was issued

on February

1992, and is attached to and made a part of the license. A
safety and Design Assessment is available in the Commission's
public tile on this project.

27,

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

project facilities, which are described more fully in
{B)(2) below, consist of a dam comprised of
two embankment sections, one 380 feet. long and 30 feet high, the
other 110 feet long and 25 feet high: a spillway structure
92 feet long by 27 feet high, surmounted by three Taintor gates,
each 25.5 feet long by 10 feet high, and a 6-foot-wide trash gate
and sluiceway; an impoundment
about 6 miles long, with a surface
area of 470 acres and an estimated storage capacity of
4,700 acre-feet at the normal water surface elevation: a
powerhouse located adjacent to the left end of the spillway
structure; two turbine-generator units rated at
700 kilowatts (kw) and 500 kw, for a total installed capacity of
1,200 kw; a small substation, feeding directly. into Northern's
distribution system: and appurtenant equipment and facilities.
Northern proposes no new construction.
Tbe

ordering paragraph

8.

JURISDICTION

The Trego Project was constructed in 1926. The Nasakagon
River, on which it is located, is a tributary of the St. Croix
River. In 1968, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Rivers Act)
designated parts of the st. Croix River and all of the 9$-milelong Namekagon River as the St. Croix National Scenic Riverway,
to be administered by Interior. W In 1977, the Commission
Comments were filed by Interior, the Wisconsin Public
Service Cosmission, the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, the Wisconsin State Historical Society, the Trego

Lake District, U.S. Senator R.W. Hasten, S. Rowan, Barbara
and Richard Ford, John W. Beissel, Paula and John Ford,
Charles and Angela Kandlik, E.R. Emerson, Bruce Kearns, and

A.A. Metcalf.

5/

S~ Section 3(a) (6)

of the Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C.

9 1274(a) (6). The Secretary of Agriculture administers wild
and scenic rivers that are adjacent to or surrounded by
national forest lands. The Secretary of the Interior
administers components of the wild and scenic rivers system
through the National Park Service as part of the national
park system, and through the Pish and Wildlife Service as

part of the national wildlife refuge system.
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issued an original license for the Trego project, based on its
determination that the Namekagon River is a navigable waterway of
the United States. ~6 Section 7(a) of the Rivers Act, 16
U.s.c. 8 1278, bars the Commission from licensing "the
construction of" any 4am, water conduit, or other project works
"on or directly affecting any river which is designated
as a
component of the national wild and scenic rivers system
Since the Trego Project predates the Rivers Act, and so long as
no new construction is proposed, Section 7(a) Of the Rivers Act
does not bar the issuance of a license for its continued
operation, nor has anyone asserted otherwise.

...
...."

Nowever,

Interior

national
46

the Rivers Act also provides that any component

wild and scenic rivers system administered by
through the Park Service shall become a unit of the
Citing the General Authorities Act
park system.

the national

of

D7

States Power Company, 57 F.P.C. 1527 (1977). Under
Section 23(b) (1) of the PPA, 16 U.S.C. 8 817(l), projects
located on navigable waterways of the United States are
required to be licensed. Interior and the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources filed comments on the
No one opposed issuance of
original license application.
the original license. The license order mentions the 1968
Rivers Act designation, not in the "jurisdiction" discussion
states:
but in the "recreation" discussion, where
since the Trego project is located within the st.
Croix National Scenic Riverway system which is
administered by the National Park Service (NPS)
(Section 3(a) (6), p.L. 90-562), an& the Namekagon
River has been selected for recreational
development by the NPS, we are not approving the
voluntarily filect Exhibit R Text and recreation
Northern

it

map

D7

Article 23 of the project li~se provides
for a cooperative field study with NPS end DNR and
a determination of what, if any, additional
recreational development should be provided in the
Trego Project area.
16 U.S.C. 8 1281(c) of the Mild and Scenic Rivers Act

provides:

coaponent of the national wild and scenic
rivers system that is administered by the
Secretary of the Interior through the National
park Service shall become a part of the national
The lands involved shall be
park system
(continued...)

Any

....
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that, since the Trego
of 1970, American Rivers asserts
Project is located in a unit of the national park system, it is
subject to the rules and regulations applicable to all units of
the park system. From this they reason that, since the FpA
prohibits the issuance of licenses for projects located in
national parks and monuments, the Commission lacks jurisdiction
to issue licenses for projects located in any unit of the park
+8

system.

~

9Q

Section 4(e) of the FPA ~10 authorizes the Commission to
issue licenses for projects which,
AlAN, are located on
reservations of the United States. 4/ Section 3(2) of the
to exclude "national
FPA Q/ defines the term "reservations"
The Authorities Act of 1970
monuments or national parks." Q/
Q7

(...continued)

...

subject to the provisions of this chapter and Acts
is
under which the national park system
The Secretary of the Interior,
administered
in his administration of any component of the
national wild and scenic rivers system, may
utilize such general statutory authorities
relating to areas of the national park system
otherwise available to him for recreation and
preservation purposes and for the conservation and
management of natural resources as he deems
appropriate to carry out the purposes of this
chapter.
July 24, 1991 motion to intervene.
Interior originally made this argument as well. ~e the
November 20, 1991 letter (filed November 25) from the
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs, Office of the
Secretary of the Xnterrior, to the Commission Secretary,
at 1. Interior revised its position in a letter dated
December 8, 1993 (discussed below).
16 U.S.C. 5 797(e).
As are discuss below, the Trego project is not located on
federal lands of any kind, and therefore is not located on a
reservation.
Nowever, a unit of the National Park System

....

Q8

Q9

~1

can encompass

12/

16 U.S.C-

i

non-federal

796(2)

lands.

~

The Commission has interpreted the Section 3(2) prohibition
on issuing licenses for projects in national monuments or

parks as not being a bar

to the relicensing of projects that
(continued...)
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defines "the national park system" to include "any area of land
and water now or hereafter administered
by the Secretary of the
Interior through the park service for park, monument, historic,
parkway, recreational, or other purposes." 14/ In addition to
national parks and national monumente, the national park system
national
now includes, inttr AQS, national memorials,
cemeteries, national recreation areas, national seashores,
national seashore recreational areas, national parkways, national
conservation areas, national conservation recreational areas,
national historic sites, national lakeshores, national rivers,
national battlefields, and national farm parks. Sut while
national parks and monuments are units of the national park
system, all other units of the park system are not national parks
or monuments; the commission has previously held that the FPA's
specific prohibition on licensing projects in national parks and
monuments does not extend to any other park system unit. 15/
While the national park system was growing, Congress enacted
a variety of statutes authorising the Secretary of the Interior
to deal with the details of its operation. Since these statutes
did not clearly apply to all units of the park system, there was
concern that the scope of the statutes would be limited to those
units of the park system specifically named therein. 15/ To
address this concern, the Authorities Act of 1970
provides: Q/
Each area within the national park system shall be
administered in accordance with the provisions of any

ll/(...continued)

~

licensed before the lands they occupied were
as national monuments or parks. QSS James River
denied, 55 PERC
II, Inc., 53 FERCannealed,
g 61,096 (1990),
Olympic Park Associates, et al.
(1991),
Iv. 61,034
PERC, 9th Cir. -No. 91-70351 (filed Nay 31, 1991), ih
abevance in light of Blwha River Ecosystem and Pisheries
Restoration Act, Pub. L. No. 102-695 (Oct. 26, 1992) These
orders contain detailed discussion of the legislative
history of Section 3(2) of the ppA end of pertinent case
were originally

designated

.

law.

16

U.s.c.

9

lc(a) .

F5'entry

Resources corporation, 32 FERc g 61,137 (1985). As
discussed below, enactment of Section 240'f the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 has limited this decision.
~S

N.R. Rep. No. 1265, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970),
jR 1970 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3785.

renrinted

L7/

16 U.S.C. 1

lc(b).
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statute made specifically applicable to that area. In
addition, the provisions of this Act, and the various
authorities relating to the administration and
protection of areas under the administration of the
Secretary of the Interior through the National Park
Service, . . shall, to the extent such provisions are
not in conflict with any specific provision, be
applicable to all areas within the national park
system[,) and any reference in such Act to national
parks, monuments, recreation areas, historic monuments,
or parkways shall hereinafter not be construed as
limiting such Acts to those areas.
of
However, that Congress provided for the uniform administration
all units of the national park system does not, as American
Rivers argues, mean that all units of the park system are
national parks or monuments for purposes of Section 3(2) of the
FPA. I[)/
In the Energy Policy Act of 1992, 19/ congress broadened
the prohibition on original licenses to encompass not only all
projects located in national parks and monuments but also certain
other projects located in any unit of the national park system.
Section 2402 of that Act provides:
After the date of enactment of this Act, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission may not issue an original
license under Part I of the Federal Paver Act [nor an
exemption from such part) for any new hydroelectric
power project located within the boundaries of any unit
of the National Park System that would have a direct
adverse effect on Federal lands within any such unit.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as repealing
any existing provision of law (or affecting any treaty)
explicitly authorising a hydroelectric power project.

.

~la

ly/

Since 1971, Congress, when providing for the addition of new
components to the park system other than national parks or
monuments,
has specifically prohibited the Commission from
licensing new projects in at least five instances: Buffalo
National River, 16 U.S.C. 6 460m-ii) New River Gorge
National River, 16 U.S.c. 6 460m-21) Big South Fork National
River and Recreation Area, 16 U.S.C. 6 460ee; Hells Canyon
National Recreation Area, 16 U.S.C. 5 460gg-2: Chattahoochee
River National Recreation Area, 16 U.S.C. $ 46011-3. If the
reference to national parks and monuments in the FPA applied
to all units of the park system, there would be no reason
for Congress to specifically prohibit the licensing of'ew
projects in these areas.
Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 stat. 2776-3133 [Oct. 24, 1992).
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dated December 8, 1993, Interior amended its
the Trego project application to reflect its
interpretation of Section 2402. 20/ Interior stated.

By
comments

letter
on

Because the Trego dam is on the Namekagon River which
is included in the Saint Croix National Scenic
Riverway, it is located in a unit of the National Park
System. As a unit of the National Park System, the
saint croix National scenic Riverway is subject to the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 and, more specifically, to
Section 2402. Under Section 2402, the National Park
Service (NPS) has determined that the issuance of a new
original license for the Trego Nydro project would not
have a direct adverse effect on Federal lands within
the Saint Croix National Scenic Riverway, subject to
the terms and conditions included below (A.R.,under the
Section 4(e) Terms and Conditions section of the

letter). We take this position in light of the fact
that the project was in operation before designation by
Congress of the Saint Croix National Scenic Riverway,
and has operated without creating adverse impacts to
prompt our objection to a new original license.
Interior's December 8, 1993 letter indicates that Interior
has receded from its former position that the Ccxmaission lacks
jurisdiction to issue a license of any kind, original or new, for
any kind of project, new or existing, in any unit of the National
Park System. 31/ However, Interior's letter nevertheless
misapplies Section 2402. The letter discusses issuance of a new
There is no such thing. Section 2404 applies
original license.
only to any 'original license'ssued for any 'new hydroelectric
power project within any unit of the National park System. By
contrast, the Trego project is the subject, not of an oriainal
license, but of a subseauent license for an existing
project. 33J Indeed, Northern's license application for the
3()/

3A/
~2

8, 1993 letter to the coaiaission secretary fram the
Director of the Office of Environmental Policy and
Compliance, Office of the Secretary of the Interior, at 1.
gee n. 9, S)NNN.
QRR Sections 1(a) and 15(a) of the PPA, 16 U.S.C. %5 800(a),
808(a) . 5gg AlR() 18 C.P.R. 5 4.30(b) (19) (1993):
'New license'eans
any license, except an annual
license issued under section 15 of the Pederal
power Act, for a water power project that is
December

issued under the Pederal Power Act after the
initial license for that project.
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Trego project (and the license issued today) does not contemplate
As such, the project does
any new construction at the project.
not fall within the terms of Section 2402, and does not require a
finding kX/ regarding ite effect on federal lands within the
Park System

~23

unit.

The Commission

agency

is to

~2

has not yet addressed
a finding.

make such

the issue of which

it

Narch 10, 1994, Interior filed a letter in which
acknowledged that there are no federally owned lands within
the project boundary, but argued that the project
nevertheless is subject to terms and conditions subaitted by
is located
Interior under Section 4(e) of the PPA because
on a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System
administered by the Secretary of the Interior.

On

it

Section 6(a)(1) of the Rivers Act gives the Secretary
authority to acquire lands along segsents of the National
Wild and scenic Rivers Systea. However, the Secretary has
not exercised that authority in this instance. Thus,
Interior appears to be maintaining that administrative
authority, by itself, gives it conditioning authority under
Section 4(e). We have been unable to find any support, in
either the FPA or the Rivers Act, for Interior's position.
As defined by Section 3(2) of the FPA, 16 V.S.C. 8 196(2), a
reservation, for the purposes of the FPA, eabraces Shing
"lands and interests in lands owned by the United States."
Federal power commission v. Tuscarora Indian Nation, 262
~s
U.s. 99, ill, 114 (1959) ("congress intended the tern
whenever used in the Act, to embrace only
'reservations,
'lands and interests in lands owned by the United
States. ~
We also note that the Rivers Act does not
define the term "reservation," or confer "reservation"
status on any of the land through which cosponents of the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Systea flow, 1st alone purport to
define the tera for purposes of the FPA.
~

").

have authority in this proceeding
terms and conditions pursuant to Section 4(e),
the conditions submitted by Interior are, in substance,
adopted in the license. License Article 401 requires that
the project be operated in a run-of-river aude; Article 40$
requires that the Park Service and the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources be consulted on any drawdown management
plan: Article 408 requires that the licensee consult with
the resource agencies about recreational use of the project
in conjunction with the preparation of FERC Fora 80, which
suet be filed with the Commission every six years (Interior
had requested recreation and land use review every five

Although

Interior does not

to require

(continued...)
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Project No. 2711-'002In liqht of all of the above, we conclude that the
has authority to issue a subsequent license for the
continued operation and maintenance of the Trego project.
Commission

c.

wATER c2UALITY

cERTIPIchTIoN

filed a request for water
On Narch 19, 1990, Northern
quality certification with the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (Natural Resources), which on September 12, 1990,
issued a notice of preliminary determinatiom of waiver of
certification. On December 3, 1990, Natural Resources notified
Northern that the preliminary determination of waiver was final.
D. FISHWAYS

section 18 of the Fph yrovides that the commission shall
recluire the construction, maintenance, and operation by a
licensee at its own expense of such fishways as may be prescribed
Pursuant to
by the Secretary of the Interior or of Comaerce.

Section 18, Interior requests that any license issued for this
project include a reservation of authority for it to prescribe
the construction, operation, and maintenance of fishways. g5/
Consistent with Commission practice, gp/ Article 404 of the
license reserves authority to the Commission to require the
licensee to construct, operate, and maintain such fishways as may
be prescribed by Interior pursuant to Section 18 of the FPA.
ED RECOlulENDATIONS

OF PEDERAL AND STATE PISH AND WILDLIFE

AGENCIES

Section 10(j) of the pph requires the Commission to include
license conditions, based on recommendations of federal and state
fish and wildlife aqencies submitted pursuant to the Fish and
wildlife coordination Act, for the protection of, mitigation of
adverse imyacts to, and enhancement of tiah and wildlife, unless
such conditions would conflict with the PPA or other law. Q/

j9'(...continued)

and Article 409 requires that resource agencies be
consulted before any land is conveyed.
SEE letter dated November 20. 1991, tros Zonathan P. Deason,
Director, Oi'fice of Environmental Ai'fairs, Oftice of the
Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior.

years);

~6
Ml

f

61,095 (1993).
Neasures recowaended by Natural Resources that are not
appropriate tish and wildlife recommendations under

~e

Wisconsin

Public Service corp., 62 PERc

(continued...)
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the concerns of the
in detail, and the
the
the project in a runof-river mode, using new controls installed in 1990 that narrow
the normal operating range of the power pool to within 0.3 foot
of total fluctuation, providing stabiliaed and near-natural
aquatic conditions for fish and wildlife at the impoundment and
for the
downstream:
(2) fund Natural Resources'rograms
restoration of the sturgeon and gilt darter upstream of the
project: (3) maintain the existing trashracks with 1.5-inch bar
spacing to minimize fish entrainment and impingement;
(4) formulate a drawdown aanagement plan to evaluate the need for
and, if needed, to implement a drawdown to control sediaent
accumulation and aquatic vegetation, to provide hetter
recreational access and use of the upper impoundment1 and,
(5) provide fish passage facilities if future needs require.
1. Proiect Cneration
Northern has committed to continue run-of-river operation of
the project, maintaining the minimum flow at 230 cfs or inflow,
whichever is less, and to maintain the ispoundsent level within
0.3 feet of the target elevation of 1034.9 feet usl (mean sea
level) during routine operation, or within 0.0 feet during
All parties agree that the Trego project
emergency operations.
should be operated in a run-of-river mode, but there has been
some disagreement
about the maintenance of a stabilised
The EA for the Trego project addresses
federal and state fish and wildlife agencies
license includes conditions consistent with
that Northern:
(1) operate

impoundment

agencies'ecommendations

level.

Interior recoamend that the elevation
fluctuate from the target elevation no more
than 0.1 feet in the winter and 0.3 feet in the sumaer. Natural
Resources also recommends that the elevation of the impoundment
be allowed to vary up to 0.6 feet under extreme conditions, such
as flood flows, equipment malfunctions, or operational
emergencies, provided that these terms are clearly defined and
agreed to beforehand by Natural Resources. Interior suggested
that elevation limits not be modified beyond recommended limits
without the prior concurrence of Natural Resources, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the Park Service.
Northern proposes a 0.3 foot normal operation range year
round. Northern states that it attempts to maintain impoundment
Natural

of the

~7

Resources and

impoundment

(...continued)
Section 10(j) have been considered in the Rh pursuant to
Section 10(a)(1) of the Fph. These include recosaendations
concerning development of a drawdown management plan,
consistency with comprehensive plans, a macrophyte
recreational user surveys.

and

survey,
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fluctuations at the levels suggested by Natural Resources but
believes that imposition of a more restrictive operating range in
winter is both technically difficult and unjustified from an
environmental
perspective. Northern agrees with the recommended
0.6-foot variation during extreme conditions, but does not aclree
with the recommendation that all future deviations from normal
levels be clearly defined snd approved by Natural Resources, Fws,
and the park service, because events beyond its control could
cause variations in the impoundment level, and it should not be
necessary to define every possible occurrence that could cause a
variance

from the normal

operating

range.

we conclude that run-of-river
operation, with a
+0.3 foot fluctuation liait, vould not alter streaaflow upstream
or downstream of the project; therefore, fish and vildlife
habitats, including wetland areas, vould not be affected by
project operation. We believe that the aors restrictive io.l
foot fluctuation during the vinter vould not be technically
feasible and biologically would have no purpose. Also, we find
that many factors can cause changes in the elevation of the Trego
and we believe that Northern should not be penalised
impoundment,
the normal
if, while making a good-faith effort to remain vithin
operating range, it fails to achieve any overly restrictive
target elevation objectives. Therefore, we vill not require
Northern to maintain a more restrictive impoundment I'luctuation
during the winter, or to enter into an agreeaent with the
resource agencies to define all of the extreme operating
conditions that could occur. The normal elevation limits for the
impoundment
should be lifted under extreae conditions, such as
floods, ice jams, equipment malfunction, or operational
emergencies.
Article 401 requires that the project be operated
in a run-of-river mode, sets a target elevation for the Trego
impoundaent at 1,034.9 feet, and allows for a fluctuation of 0.3
feet around the target elevaticm. Article 401 also provides for
a temporary modification of run-of-river operation in emergencies
and for short periods in non-emergency situations upon autual
agreement between Northern, Natural Resources, FNs, and the park
Service.
Article 402 requires Northern to operate and maintain
streamflov aonitoring devices and staff gages to monitor
compliance with the operational requireaents of the license, and
adopts the agency suggestion that staff gages be sade visible to
Northern is also required
permit public scrutiny of operations.
to make project flov records available to the Q.S. Ceological
Survey, the Park Service, FWS, and Natural Resources within 30
days of a request for these records.

2. Imnoundment
Ovners of property

impoundment,

Drawdown

on the shoreline of the Trego
acting as the Trego Iake District (District),
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that sediment and weeds limit access to the impoundment
Natural Resources estimates that this
for recreational purposes.
sediment is deposited by the Namekegon River at a rate of 2,000
cubic yards a year, causing shallow vater at the upper end of the
thereby encouraqinq veed growth and the development
impoundment,
of wetlands. The District recommends a one-month dravdovn of
four to five feet every four to five years to remove sediment and
associated veeds. Natural Resources sees no immediate need for a
drawdown,
but recommends that Northern prepare a drawdown
management plan in consultation vith the resource agencies and
the District vithin one year of the effective date of a naw
license. Natural Resources recommends that plans for a drawdown
include sediment manaqement techniques that vould avoid water
quality problems caused by the resuspension o2 sediment, ahovn by
core sampling studies to contain heavy metals in concentrations
Protection Agency
above those alloved by Environmental
Interior agrees that a dravdovn management plan
guidelines.
Both agencies are concerned about the impact
should be prepared.
of a drawdown on resident fish, amphibians, and aquatic

commented

vegetation.

Northern agrees to cooperate with the District and the
resource agencies in developing drawdown management plans and in
Because the dam is in
conducting project maintenance dravdcvns.
very good condition, however, Northern does not expect a
maintenance dravdown for many years. Northern proposes that a
plan be developed vhen needed, and opposes a license requirement
to develop a plan vithin one year of the effective date of a nev
license. Northern is willing to vork with Natural Resources on
sediment management techniques, but states that it should not be
held accountable for contaminants that originate elsewhere in the

watershed.

that
agree vith Natural Resources'ecommendation
sampling be done in conjunction vith any planneR
Should nev evidence show the need for sediment
drawdown.
standard license Article 11 vill allow the
management techniques,
agencies to recommend changes in project structures and
operations for the conservation an4 developaent of fish and
We

sediment

wildlife resources.

proposal, the lack of
We consi4ered the District's drawdown
technical evidence supporting the proposal, the concerns of the
resource agencies about the environmental impacts of a drawdown,
and the cost of a drawdovn in lost power generation and economic
benefits. g5/ The previous drawdown that removed weeds and
29/

of the project during vinter vill necessitate shutproject generation. We estimate that a one-month
project shut-dovn vould reduce project generation by about
(continued...)

Drawdown
down of
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was an eleven-foot drawdown maintained
for a period of
several months during the winter. We question whether the
District's proposed thirty-day drawdown of four to five feet vill
produce the desired result of allowing greater access to the
impoundment.
22/ Therefore, we conclude that Northern should
conduct a further study to substantiate the need for a drawdown
develop a plan in consultation
and, if a need is substantiated,
with all interested parties.
We are further
requiring that the
issue be reevaluated on a recurring basis every four years
because of the high value of the project impoundment for
recreational activity as part of a Wild and Scenic River.
Article 405 contains these requirements.
3. Restoration of Lake Sturaeon and Gilt Darter

sediment

The lake sturgeon and the gilt darter are state-protected
species that were historically found throughout the Namekagon
River until the presence of the Trego Project limited the range
of both to below the project. Northern has agreed to provide
Natural Resources with funding, totalling $5,000, to support a
program to restore the lake sturgeon upstream of the Trego Dam.
In addition, Northern will provide Natural Resources with $ 500
for a habitat assessment study of the gilt darter and, if the
=- ady indicates that restoration of the gilt darter is feasible,
an additional $2,000 for restoration efforts. This program is
designed to expand the geographic range of tha species, increase
population size, and eventually remove the species from the
protected list. License Article 403 adopts these provisions.
4. Trashracks and fish Passace facilities

Natural Resources asserts that the project causes fish
entrainment, but states that the extent to which entrainment
causes fish mortality will not be known until the results from

RR/(...continued}
580. 000 kilowatthours (kwh). We further estimate that the
50-year levelized cost of alternative fuel for Northern to
replace the lost generation would be about 42.0 mills/per
kWh.
Based on this information, we estimate that a onemonth shutdown would cost Northern about $24,000. This
amounts to about 7.5 percent of the project's gross benefits
in any one year.
Northern executed an eleven-foot drawdown in November and
~29
December of 197$ in order to repair the dam. This drawdown
scoured out most of the sediment and vegetation in the upper
impoundment
and restored the bottom to near pre-impoundment
condition. Natural Resources estimates that this process
resulted in the relocation of about 20,000 cubic yards of
sediment.
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state
ongoinq and planned studies from other locations vithin the
the
are obtained. Therefore, Natural Resources recommends that.
license provide that resource agencies be able to recommend
nodification of project structures and operation should new
the
information indicate that changes are necessary to mitigate
Trego project's effects on fish. Northern asserts that the
project's potential for causing fish mortality is lov and ci tea
the robust fish population in both the Trego impoundment ancS the
Northern prepense s
Namekagon River dovnstream of the project.
that trashracks be maintained at a 1.5-)nch bar-spacing to )c eep
moderate and large fish out of the turbines, and allow larvae. 1 and
juvenile fish, for which there is no yractical scans of
exclusion, to pass through the turbines and add to the downsa trean
fishery. Ne conclude that Northern's proposal to maintain t= he
existing trashracks minimixes the project's effect on most
resident fish and find that there is no evidence to suyport
alteration of the trashrack design. Standard license Articl e 11
allows the resource agencies to recomsend changes in project=
structure and operation if, in the future, there is evidencem that
such changes are necessary for the preservation and conserva. tion
of fishery resources.
Natural Resources states that the current manageaent
objectives for the Namekagon River do not include facilitiess for
As
upstream and dovnstreaa passage of fish at the Trego project=
discussed above, Article 404 contains Interior's requested
reservation of authority to prescribe fishways under Sectiora 18
of the FPA.
F. OTHER AGENCY RECONNENDATIONS
pursuant to Section 10(a)(2)(B) of the PPA, the Ccmmism doa
is required to consider the recommendations of federal and mWate
agencies exercising administration over navigation, flood
control, irriqation, recreation, cultural, and other relevarx&
resources of the state in vhich the yroject is located and t=&e
recommendations
(including fish and wildlife remmmendationss
) of
Indian tribes affected by the project. Relevant agency coxsamts
are discussed belov.

.

1. Recreation
A

1990 recreational

use survey of the project area

conck~d

by Northern was reviewed by the Northwest Regional Planning
Commission (Planning Commission), l()/ which then conducted

inspection

3Q/

of existing recreational

facilities

and

aLm

a recremt= ion

refers to itself as an economic
executive committee is ccmprf sued
of representatives of counties and Indian tribal units ~n
the northwest part of Wisconsin.

The Planning
development

Commission

district: its
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needs assessment.
Recreational facilities were found to be
adequate to meet current recreational needs for the next five to
ten years, except for minor improvements, detailed below, and
maintenance.
Natural Resources requested that data from this
survey be made available for use as a baseline for decisions on
future recreational needs and requested that surveys be done more
frequently than in conjunction with Commission inspections at
yws recommends that Northern either improve
five-year intervals.
existing facilities or develop new facilities on the impoundment
to optimise recreational use. Northern agrees to provide Natural
Resources with the requested data, but states that it can see no

reason for more frequent

surveys.

The Planning Commission recommended that Northern:
(1) provide signs indicating the parking area for walk-in fishing
at North River Road; (2) dredge the upstream canoe take-out area;
and (3) provide trash receptacles and restrooms for portage trail
users. Northern agrees to make these improvements with the
following exceptions:
(1) Northern's hydrologist has determined
that cutting aquatic vegetation in the canoe take-out area will
improve access to that area, thereby avoiding the adverse
environmental
impacts of dredgingt and (2) Northern states that
the installation of permanent toilet facilities at the dam
portage site would require that a septic field be placed very
near to the earthen dike and the river, consequently Northern has
agreed to consider placing portable toilet facilities at this

site.

In addition
agreed upon by all

to the improvements to recreational facilities
parties, we will require that Northern provide

portable toilet facilities at the dam portage site during peak
recreational use periods, and monitor recreational use in
conjunction with the preparation of pERC porn 80, Licensed
Hydropower Development Recreation Reports, which must be filed
with the Commission every four years. Articles 407 and 408 adopt
We conclude that the planned recreational
these requirements.
improvements are consistent with the stated management objectives
of the Park Service for this area. W
2. Cultural Resources
Pive prehistoric sites within or immediately adjacent to
In addition, two historic
the reservoir have been identified.
structures and another prehistoric site were located but
determined to be well outside of the project. A programmatic
Agreement among the commission, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, and the Wisconsin State Historic Preservation

S~ St.

Croix Scenic Riverway
Park Service, October 1976.

Pinal Master Plan, National
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Office

was signed

agreement.

G.

CONFREHENSIVE

16, 1992. Article 406 adopts this

on June
PIANS

Section 10(a)(2)(A) of the FPA requires the Commission to
consider the extent to which a project is consistent with federal
or state comprehensive plans for improving, developing, or
conserving a waterway or vatervays affected by the
Thirty-four federal and state agencies filed
project.
comprehensive plans that address various resources in Wisconsin.
Of these, the staff identified and reviewed nine plans that are
relevant to this project, and did not find any conflicts between
the project and these plans. 33/

~

H.

ECONOMIC

EVAWATION

In determining whether a project will be best adapted to a
comprehensive plan for developing a waterway for beneficial
public purposes, pursuant to Section 10(a)(1) of the FpA, the
commission considers, among other things, whether the project
will provide economic benefits. In considering this factor for
this project, we considered the project with both the applicant's
and the Commission's mitigative measures.
The cost of the Trego Project is 17.~ mills per klh; the
project's carrying costs amount to about 3.3 mills per kWhI and
and general costs
the operation and maintenance, administrative,
~32

plans for this purpose are defined at 18
C.F.R. 6 2.19 (1992)
(1) st. croix National scenic Riverway Pinal Master plan,
1976, National Park service; (2) Land Protection Plan, 1984,
St. croix National-scenic Riverway, National Park Service;
(3) Land Protection plan 1984, lower st. croix National
Scenic Riverway, National Park Services (4) statement for
Management, St. Croix and Lwer St. Croix National Scenic
Riverways, 1986, National Park Service: (5) Comprehensive
Master Plan for the Manageaent of the appar Mississippi
River System - Environmental Report, 1986, National Park
service: (6) St. croix River Resin Areawide Water Quality
Management plan, 1980, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources; (7) Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
plan, 1985, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources;
(8) An Evaluation of the Sedimentation Process and
for the Trego Flowage, Washburn
Management Alternatives
county, Wisconsin, 1989, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources) and (9) North Aaerican waterfowl Management plan,
1986, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Canadian Wildlife
service.
comprehensive

~

~33
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to about 14.4 mills per kWh. The total cost of 17.4 mills
is less than the value of the project power, which is
42.0 mills per kwh. Therefore, we conclude that the continued
operation of the Trego Project is economica)ly beneficial.
I SVNMARY OF FINDINGS
Sections 4(e) and 10(a) (1) of the FpA
require the
Commission, in acting on applications for license, to give equal
consideration to the power and development purposes and to the
purposes of energy conservation, the protection, mitigation of
damage to, and enhancement of fish and wildlife, the protection
of recreational opportunities, and the preservation of other
aspects of environmental quality. Any license issued shall be
such as in the Commission's judgment will be hest adapted to a
comprehensive plan for improving or developing a waterway for all
beneficial public uses. The decision to license this project,
and the terms and conditions included herein, reflect such
consideration.
We conclude that the Trego Project does not
conflict with any planned or authorized development and is hest
adapted to comprehensive development of the waterway for
beneficial public uses.
Background information, analysis of impacts, support for
relateR license articles, and the basis for a finding of no
significant impact on the environment are contained in the EA.
Issuance of the license is not a major federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.
The project will be safe if operated and maintained in
accordance with the requirements of this license. Analysis of
related issues is provided in the Safety and Design Assessment,
which is available in the Commission's public file on this
project.
amount

per

kWh

~

J.

~

PROJECT RETIRENENT

The Commission has issued a Notice of Inquiry (NOI), dated
september 15, 1993, requesting comments that address the
potential decommissioning of licensed hydropower projects at some
The
future time, based on project-specific circumstances.
NOI states that the Commission is not proposing new regulations
at this time, but is inviting comments on whether new regulations
Alternatively, the Commission may consider
say be appropriate.
issuing a statement of policy addressing the decommissioning of
licensed hydropower projects, or take other measures. The Trego

~

~5

16 U.S.C. 55 797(e) and 003(a)(1).
Notice of Inquiry, project Decommissioning
Docket No. RN93-23-000, September

at Relicensing,

15, 1993.
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Project uay be affected by future actions that the Commission
takes with respect to issues raised in the NOI. Therefore, the
license includes Article 202, which reserves authority to the
commission to require the licensee to conduct studies, make
financial provisions, or otherwise make reasonable provisions for
of the project in appropriate circumstances.
decommissioning
By including Article 202, the Commission does not intend to
prejudge the outcome of the NOI. We are simply including the
article so that we will be in a position to make any lawful and
appropriate changes in the terms and conditions of this license,
which is being issued during the pendency of the NOI, based on
the final outcome of that proceeding.
~

K- TERM OF LICENSE

Section 15(e) of the FFA 39J specifies that any new
license issued shall be for a term which the Commission
determines to be in the public interest, but not less than thirty
years nor more than fifty years from the date on which the
license is issued. Ne apply this provision to subsequent
licenses, as well. Commission policy establishes thirty-year
terms for projects proposing no new construction or capacity,
forty-year terms for projects proposing a moderate amount of new
development, and fifty-year terms for projects proposing a
Northern proposes
substantial amount of new development.
no redevelopment of existing project facilities and no changes in
project operation. Accordingly, under our policy the new license
for the Trego Project would be for a term of thirty years.
However, about thirty miles upstream from the Trego project
is Northern's Hayward Project No. 2617. The original license for
the Trego project expired on Narch 31, 1993, and the original
license for the Hayward project expired on December 31, 1993.
Northern has filed subsequent license applications for both
projects. Commission action on the Hayward project is targeted
for the latter hali'f 1994. In order to facilitate the
commission's future coordinated treatment of these two projects
under the comprehensive development standard of the FPA, we will
add 18 months to the Trego Project license term, so that, if the
30-year
Hayward project is in line to receive a subsequent
license, its license term can be adjusted in order that both

~

16 V.S.C.
QHS Montana

5

808(e).
Power Company,

56 FPC 2009, 2011-13

(1976).
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orders:
(A) This license is issued to Northern States Pover Company
(licensee) for a period of thirty-one years and six months,
effective the first day of the month in vhich this order is
issued, to operate and maintain the Trego Hydroelectric project.
This license is subject to the terms and conditions of the PPA,
which is incorporated by reference as part of this license, and
is subject to the regulations the Coluiission issues under the
provisions of the FPA.
(B) The project consists of:
(1) All lands, to the extent of the licensee's interests in
those lands, shown by Exhibit G-l, PERC No. 2711-1, showing the
project's location.
(2) project works consisting of: (1) a northeastern
earthfill embankment section with a length of 380 feet and a
earthfill
maximum height of about 30 feetf (2) a southwestern
section with a length of 110 feet and a maximum height
embankment
of about 25 feet1 (3) an Ambursen-type buttress, hollov, concrete
gravity spillway structure 92 feet long by 27 feet high,
surmounted by three Taintor gates, each 25.5 feet long hy 10 feet
high, and a 6-foot-vide trash gate and sluicevay; (4) a reservoir
about 6 miles long, vith a surface area of 470 acres and an
estimated capacity of 4,700 acre-feet at the noraal vater surface
elevation of 1035.0 feet National Geodetic vertical Datum (NGvD);
(5) a reinforced concrete, steel, and brick powerhouse 59.5 feet
long by 30.2 feet wide by 74 feet high above the foundation,
located adjacent to the left end of the spillway structurer
(6) powerhouse generating equipment consisting of two open flume
vertical-axis Prancis turbine~enerator units rated at 700
kilowatts (kW) and 500 kW, for a total installed capacity of
1,200 kW; (7) a small substation; and (8) appurtenant equipment

The Commission

and

facilities.

project works generally described above are more
specifically shown and described by those portions of Exhibits
The

A

and F below:
~38

for some reason the Hayward license is issued later than
ve currently expect, it would not receive less than a 30year license. By adding the 18 months to Trego's license
term, we have some flexibility, even if the Hayvard license
is issued later than ve currently expect, to coordinate the
project licenses'xpiration dates by adding a few months to

If,

the Hayvard

license.
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The

1991:

-20following sections of Exhibit

A

filed

section 1.1, page 7, entitled "Existing Facilities,"
describing the generators; section 2.0, page 7, entitled
"Type of Hydraulic Turbines," describing the turbines;
Section 10.0, page 12, entitled "purpose of project,"
describing the substation and transmission facilities; and
the other sections of Exhibit A describing the appurtenant
equipment.

Exhibit

F-1

PERC No.

Showinc

27 11-1

Principal project worksplan, section, and elevation

2711-2

Principal project worksplan, section, and elevation,
and powerhouse

F-3

2711-3

Principal project works—

floor plan
(3) All of the structures, fixtures, equipment or
facilities used to operate or maintain the project, all portable
property that may be employed in connection with the project, and
all riparian or other rights that are necessary or appropriate in
the operation or maintenance of the project.
(C) The Exhibits A, F, and G described above are approved
and made part of the license.
(D) The following sections of the PPA are waived and
excluded from the license for this minor project:
4(b),except the second sentence; 4(e), insofar as it relates
to approval of plans by the Chief of Engineers and the
Secretary of the Army; 6, insofar as it relates to public
notice and to the acceptance and expression in the license
of terms and conditions of the PPA that are waived here:
10(c), insofar as it relates to depreciation reserves;
10(d); 10(f); 14, except insofar as the power of
condemnation is reserved: 15: 16: 19; 20: and 22.
(E) This license is subject to the articles set forth in
Form L-9 (October 1975), entitled "TEENS AND CONDITIONS OF
LICENSE FOR CONSTRUCTED NINOR PROJECTS AFFECTING NAVIGABLE WATERS
oF THe UNITED STATEs," and the following additional articles:
Article 201. The licensee shall pay the United States an
annual charge, effective the first day of the month in which this
license is issued, for the purpose of reimbursing the United
powerhouse
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states for the cost of administration of Part I of the FPA, as
determined by the Commission.
The authorized installed capacity
for that purpose is 1,880 horsepower.
Article 202. The commission reserves authority, in the
context of a rulemaking proceeding or a proceeding specific to
this license, to require the licensee at any time to conduct
studies, make financial provisions, or otherwise make reasonable
provisions for decoaaaissioning of the project. The terms of this
article shall be effective unless the Coaaaission, in Docket
No. RN93-23, finds that the Cosmission lacks statutory authority
to require such actions, or othervise determines that the article
should be rescinded.
Article 401. The licensee shall operate the project in a
run-of-river mode so that, at any point in time, streamflov, as
measured iaaaediately downstream f'rom the project tailrace,
Under
approximates the sum of inflovs to the Trego impoundment.
normal operating conditions, the licensee shall maintain the
elevation of the Trego impoundment at a target elevation of
1,034.9 feet msl, with fluctuations limited to 0.3 foot around
the target elevation, or between elevations 1,034.6 and 1,03$.2
feeC msl. Run-of-river operation may be temporarily modified if
required by operating emergencies beyond the control of the
licensee, and for short periods upon mutual aqreement between the
licensee, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, the
National park Service, and the U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service.
If the flow is so modified, the licensee shall notify the
Commission as soon as possible, but no laCer than ten days after
each such inci.dent.

article 402. The licenses shall operate and maintain the
existinq headwater and tailvater streamflov monitoring equipment
and staff gages in the Namekagon River to monitoi compliance vith
the run-of-river mode of operation as stipulated by Article 401.
Furthermore, the licensee shall provide improved visibility
features on the staff gages Co permit easy public scrutiny of
operation. The project flov records shall be made available to
the U.S. Geological Survey, the National Park Service, the
U.s. pish and wildlife service, and the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources vithin thirty days of the agency's request for
the data.
Article 403. within six months fros the effective date of
this license, the licensee shall provide to the Wl.sconsin
Department of Natural Resources 55,000 for sturgeon restoration
above Trego Dam and 0500 for a study to assess the potential for
restoring the gilt darter above Trego Dam. If the assessment
indicates that there are no gilt darters above the dam, and if
suitable habitat is identified, the licensee shall provide up to
$2,000 to Natural Resources for restoration efforts. The
licensee shall file a progress report on this matter vith the
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toqether with the comments of Natural Resources,
within two years from the effective date of this license.

commission,

Article 404. Authority is reserved to the Commission to
require the licensee to construct, operate, and maintain, or to
provide for the construction, operation, and maintenance, of such
fishways as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior
pursuant to Section 18 of the FpA.

article 405.

The licensee shall prepare a drawdown
plan for Commission approval.
The plan shall include
two components:
(1) a needs analysis, to be filed six months
from the effective date of this license and subsequently
updated
at periodic intervals: and (2) if a need is identified initially
or in the future, a drawdown implementation plan to be filed
within six months of the initial determination of need.

management

The needs analysis shall include:
(a) a study to determine
the amount of recreational use at the Trego impoundment,
(b) a
qualitative and quantitative aquatic macrophyte survey to
determine the extent of aquatic vegetation in the Trego
and (c) an analysis of the effect of the vegetation
impoundment,
and sedimentation
on recreational access and use of the Trego
impoundment.
The needs analysis shall also consider alternative
management techniques and options to drawdown
(M., dredqing,
chemical treatment), and an analysis of their costs, to maintain
recreational use of the impoundment.-

If

is

the licensee shall prepare a
to include: (a) an evaluation of
the consistency of a drawdown with the management objectives of
the Park Service, (b) the identification of appropriate predrawdown studies, includinq any sediment sampling in the
impoundment,
(c) an evaluation of the specific timing, degree,
and duration of the proposed drawdown,
(d) evidence that
appropriate state permits have been obtained, and (e) a schedule
for monitoring the effects of the drawdown. The licensee shall
provide a 230-cfs minimum flow release at all times during any
future drawdown and the subsequent refilling of the impoundment,
at a rate not to exceed one
and shall draw down the impoundment
foot per day for the first four days of the drawdown.
The licensee shall conduct its needs analysis and all
subsequent updates, and prepare any drawdown implementation
plan(s), in consultation with the U.S. pish and Wildlife Service,
the National Park Service, the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, and the Trego Lake District. The licensee shall
include with its filings documentation of consultation and copies
of any comments and recommendations of the agencies and the Trego
Lake District.
If the licensee does not adopt a recommendation
from any of the agencies, the filing shall include the licensee's
reasons, based on project-specific information.
drawdown

a

drawdown

implementation

needed,
plan
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The needs analysis shall be filed for Commission approval
within six months from the effective date of this license. The
needs analysis shall be updated by the licensee as required by
the Commission'e regulations, 1S C.F.R 6 8. 11 (1993), in
conjunction with the filing of the standard FBRC Form 80,
Licensed Hydropower Development Recreation Reports. If the needs
analysis, or any subsequent updates, indicate that a need for a
drawdown exists, the licensee shall proceed with the preparation
of an implementation plan, as described above, and file the plan
for Commission approval within six months after identifying a
need. The Commission reserves the right to require changes to
the impleaentation plan. Upon Commission approval of the plan,
the licensee shall implement any measures required by the

Commission.

the

Article 406.

The

licensee shall

implement

the provisions

of

"PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT AMONG TNE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY
COMMISSION, THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESBRVATION, AND
THB WISCONSIN STATB HISTORIC PRESBRVATION OFFICER FOR THE
NANAGEMBNT OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES AFFECTBD SY THE TREGO

executed on June 16, 1992. The
reserves the authority to require changes to any
cultural resources management plan or plans at any tiae during
the tera of the license.

HYDRDBLBcTRIc pRDJEcT,"

Commission

Article 407. The licensee shall provide the following
recreational improveaents at the project: (1) provide signs
indicating the parking area for walk-in fishing off North River
Road: (2) provide trash receptacles and portable toilets at its
existing portage trail during the period between Meaorial Day and
Labor Day each year: and (3) periodically cut the eaergent
aquatic vegetation at its upstream canoe take-out area to improve
access. In addition, the licensee shall Provide its 1990
recreational use survey data to the Wisconsin Departaent of
Natural

Resources.

licensee shall provide the recreational iaproveaents
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
National Park Service, and the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources. The coapleted facilities and access shall be shown on
the as-built drawings filed pursuant to this license.
The licensee shall file a report with the as-built drawings
which shall include the entity responsible for operation and
maintenance of the facilities and access, and documentation of
resource agency consultation and copies of the agency coaaents
and recommendations
on the report after it has been prepared and
Provided to the agencies, including specific descriptions of how
The
the agencies'omments are
by the report.
report shall include a description of how the needs of the
disabled were considered, and indicate the specific project
facilities, if any, that would be available for use by the
The

after consultation

a~stud
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disabled. The licensee shall allow a minimum of thirty days for
the agencies to comment and to make recommendations prior to
filing the report with the Commission.
Article 408. The licensee, after consultation with the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, the National Park
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other local agencies
responsible for recreational facility planning, shall monitor
recreation use of the project area to determine whether existing
recreation facilities are meeting recreation needs. Monitoring
studies shall begin within 6 years of the date this license is
issued and follow the schedule thereafter for the submittal of
shall include
FERC Form 80. Monitoring studies, at a minimum,
the collection of annual recreation use data.
Every 6 years during the term of the license, in accordance
with the schedule for FERC Form 80, the licensee shall file a
report with the Commission on the monitoring results. the report
shall include:
(1) annual recreation use figures;
(2) a discussion of the adeguacy of the licensee's
recreation facilities at the project site to meet
recreation demand:
(3) a description of the methodology used to collect all
study data;
(4) if there is a need for additional facilities, a
recreation plan proposed by the licensee to accommodate
recreation needs in the project area;
(5) documentation of agency consultation and agency
comments

provided

the report after it has
to the agencies) and
on

been prepared

and

(6) specific descriptions of how the agencies'oaments are
accommodated by the report.
The licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the
agencies to comment and make recommendations prior to filing the
report with the Commission.
Article 409. (a) In accordance with the provisions of this
article, the licensee shall have the authority to grant
permission for certain types of use and occupancy of project
lands and waters and to convey certain interests in project lands
and waters for certain types of use and occupancy, without prior
Commission approval.
The licensee may exercise the authority
only if the proposed use and occupancy is consistent with the
purposes of protecting and enhancing the scenic, recreational,
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other environmental
For those
purposes, the licensee shall also have continuing responsibility
to supervise and control the use and occupancies for vhich it
grants permission, and to monitor the use of, and ensure
compliance with the covenants of the instrument of conveyance
for, any interests that it has conveyed under this article. If a
permitted use and occupancy violates any condition of this
article or any other condition imyosed by the licensee for
and

protection and enhancement of the project's scenic, recreational,
or other environmental values, or if a covenant of a conveyance
made under the authority of this article is violated, the
licensee shall take any lawful action necessary to correct the
violation. For a permitted use or occupancy, that action
includes, if necessary, canceling the permission to use and
occupy the project lands and vaters and requiring the removal of
structures and facilities.
any non-complying
(b) The type of use and occupancy of project lands and water
for which the licensee may grant peraission without prior
Commission approval are: (1) landscape plantingsc
(2) noncommercial piers, landings, boat docks, or similar structures and
facilities that can accommodate no more than 10 watercraft at a
time and where said facility is intended to serve single-family
type dwellings; (3) embankaents, bulkheads, retaining valls, or
similar structures for erosion control to yrotect the existing
shoreline; and (4) food plots and other vildlife enhancement.
To
the extent feasible and desirable to protect and enhance the
project's scenic, recreational, and other environmental values,
the licensee shall require multiple use and occupancy of
facilities for access to project lands or vaters. The licensee
shall also ensure, to the satisfaction of the Coaaission's
authorised representative, that the use and occupancies for which
it grants permission are maintained in good repair and comply
with ayplicable state and local health and safety requirements.
sefore granting permission for construction of bulkheads or
retaining veils, the licensee shall: (1) inspect the site of the
proyosed construction: (2) consider vhether the planting of
vegetation or the use of riprap vould be adequate to control
erosion at the site: and (3) determine that the proposed
construction is needed and vould not change the basic contour of
the reservoir shoreline. To implement this paragraph the
licensee aay, among other things, establish a yrograa for issuing
permits for the specified tyyes of uses and occupancy of project
lands and waters, vhich aay be subject to the payaent of
a reasonable fee to cover the licensee's costa of adainistering
the permit prograa. The Commission reserves the right to requi.re
the licensee to file a description of its standards, guidelines,
and procedures for iapleaenting this paragraph and to require
modification of those standards, guidelines, or procedures.
(c) The licensee aay convey easeaents or rights-of-vay
across, or leases of, project lands for: (1) replaceaent, expan-
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sion, realiqnmant. or maintenance of bridges or roads where all
necessary state and federal approvals have been obtained;
(2) storm drains and water mains; (3) sewers that do not
discharge into project waters: (4) minor access roads:
(5) telephone, gas, and electric utility distribution lines;
(6) non-project overhead electric transmission lines that do not
require erection of support structures within the project
boundary; (3) submarine, overhead, or underground major telephone
distribution cables or major electric distribution lines (69-kv
or less)) and (8) water intake or pumping facilities that do not
extract more than one million gallons per day from a project
reservoir. No later than January 31 of each year, the licensee
shall file three copies of a report briefly describing for each
conveyance made under this paragraph during the prior calendar
year, the type of interest conveyed, the location of the lands
subject to the conveyance, and the nature of the use for which
1f no conveyance was made during the
the interest was conveyed.
prior calendar year, the licensee shall so inform the Commission
and the Regional Director in writing no later than January 31 of
each year.
(d) The licensee may convey fee title to, easements or
rights-of-way across, or leases of project lands for:
(1) construction of new bridges or roads for which all necessary
state and federal approvals have been obtained: (2) sewer or
effluent lines that discharge into project waters, for which all
necessary federal and state water quality certification or
permits have been obtained: (3) other pipelines that cross,
project lands or waters but do not discharge into project waters;
(4) non-project overhead electric transmission lines that require
erection of support structures within the project boundary, for
which all necessary federal and state approvals have been
obtained; (5) private or public marines that can accommodate no
more than 10 watercraft at a time and are located at least onehalf mile (measured over project waters) from any other private
or public marina; (6) recreational development consistent with an
approved Exhibit R or approved report on recreational resources
of an Exhibit S) and (3) other uses, if: (i) the amount of land
conveyed 1'or a particular use is five acres or less: (ii) all of
the land conveyed is located at least seventy-five Eeet, measured
horirontally, from project waters at normal surface elevation;
and (iii) no more than fifty total acres of project lands for
each project development are conveyed under this clause in any
calendar year. At least sixty days before conveying any interest
in project lands under this paragraph, the licensee must submit a
letter to the Director, Office of Hydropower Licensing, stating
its intent to convey the interest and briefly describing the type
of interest and location of the lands to be conveyed (a marked
Exhibit G or K map may be used), the nature of the proposed use,
the identity of any federal or state agency official consulted.
and any federal or state approvals required for the proposed use.
Unless the Director, within forty-five days from the filinq date,
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requires the licensee to file an application for prior approval,
the licensee may convey the intended interest at the end of that
period.
(e) The following additional conditions apply to any
intended conveyance under paragraph (c) or (d) of this article:
(1) Before conveying the interest, the licensee shall
consult with federal and state fish and wildlife or recreation
agencies, as appropriate, and the state Historic Preservation

Project

No.

Officer.

(2) Before conveying the interest, the licensee shall
determine that the proposed use of the lands to be conveyed is
not inconsistent with any approved Exhibit R or approved report

recreational resources of an Exhibit E: or, if the project
Exhibit R or approved report on
recreational resources, that the lands to be conveyed do not
have recreational value.
(3) The instrument of conveyance must include the following
covenants running with the land: (i) the use of the lands
conveyed shall not endanger health, create a nuisance, or
otherwise be incompatible with overall project recreational use:
(ii) the grantee shall take all reasonable precautions to ensure
that the construction, operation, and maintenance of structures
or facilities on the conveyed lands will occur in a manner that
will protect the scenic, recreational, and environmental values
of the project; and (iii) the grantee shall not unduly restrict
public access to project waters.
(I) The Commission reserves the right to require the
licensee to take reasonable remedial action to correct any
violation of the terms and conditions oi'his article, for the
protection and enhancement of the project's scenic, recreational,
and other environmental values.
(f) The conveyance of an interest in project lands under
this article does not in itself change the project boundaries.
The project boundaries may be changed to exclude land conveyed
under this article only upon approval of revised Exhibit G or K
drawings (project boundary maps) reflecting exclusion of that
lard. Lands conveyed under this article will be excluded from
the project only upon a determination that the lands are not
necessary for project purposes, such as operation and
maintenance, flowage, recreation, public access, protection of
environmental
resources, and shoreline control, including
shoreline aesthetic values. Absent extraordinary circumstances,
proposals to exclude lands conveyed under this article from the
project shall be consolidated for consideration when revised
Exhibit G or K drawings would be filed for approval for other
on

does not have an approved

purposes.
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(g) The authority granted to the licensee under this
apply to any part ~K the public lands and
reservations of the United states inc=1uded within the project

article shall not
boundary.

(F) The licensee shall serve copies of any commission
filing required by this order on any eantity specified in this
order to be consulted on matters re1ated to that filing. Proof
of service on these entities must accompany the filing with the
Commission.

(G) This order is final unless a request for rehearing is
filed within 30 days of the date of iasuance of this order,
pursuant to Section 313 of the FPA.
The filing of a request for
rehearing does not operate as a stay of the effective date of
this order or of any other date speciCied in this order, except
as specifically ordered by the Coacaiaaion. The licensee's
failure to file a request for rehearing shall constitute
acceptance of this order.
By

the Commission.

SBA,L)
Lois D. Cashell,

Secretary.
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SONHARI

AHD COHCLSSIOHS

22, 1991, Northern

States Power Company (Northern
application for a new license for its existing
Trego Hydroelectric
Project, lo:ated on the Namekagon River in
Wisconsin.
The project is on a reach of the Hamekagon River that
is included within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System:
The existing
however, the project does not occupy federal lands.
project has a total installed capacity of 1.2 megawatts (NW).
The original license was issued on Narch 11, 1977, for a period
of 50 yearS frOm April 1, 1943, and eXPiree On NarCh 31, 1993.
of the Interior (Interior) and American
The Department
Rivers, Inc. oppose issuance of a nev license for the Trego
project. As discussed in section c.4.a.(1). Interior and
American Rivers claim that because the project is located on a
designated National Wild and Scenic River, a unit of the National
Park System, the CoaLmission does not have authority to relicense
the project. we believe the commission has authority to license
the project because the project was operating before designation
of the St. Croix Wild and scenic Riverway, and because the
enabling legislation for the National Wild and scenic Rivers Act
(P.L. 90-542) does not prohibit the licensing of existing
projects. In fact, the project's existing license was issued
after the Riverway was designated. Neither Interior nor American
Rivers object to the project for environmental reasons.
On

Narch

states) tiled

an

The environmental
assessment (EA) analyses the impacts
associated with issuing a new license for the Trego Project and
recommends terms and conditions to become a part of any new
license issued. Neasures recommended to enhance environmental
resources and recreational opportunities include:
(1) required
future operation of the project in a run-of-river aode, using the
new controls installed by Northern States in 1990 to narrow the
normal operating range of the power pool to within 0.3 foot of
total fluctuation, thus providing stabilired and near-natural
aquatic conditions for fish and vildlife at the impoundment and
downstreamI
(2) funding of support programs for the restoration
of the lake sturgeon and gilt darter upstream of the project: (3)
improved recreational access facilities at the existing canoe
portage near the project dam, including signs, trash receptacles,
portable toilets in summer, and periodic cutting of emerqent
vegetation at the canoe take-out area: (4) maintenanCe ot the
existing trashracks with 1.5-inch bar spacing to minimixe fish
entrainment and impingeaent: (5) formulation of a drawdown
aanagement plan to evaluate the need for and, if needed,
impleaent a drawdown to control sediment accumulation and aquatic
vegetation. and thus provide good recreational access and use of
the upper impoundment: (6) formulation and impleaentation of a
cultural resources sanagement plan to protect archeological sites
that may be affected by project operation: and (7) provision of
fish passage facilities if future needs require.
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The Wisconsin

Oepartment

of Natural Resources

(MONR),

the wisconsin state Nistoric preservation officer
With the
agree With theSe reCOmmendaticna.
(SNPO) gwnerarly
exceptron of the drawdown management plan and ~~itvial resources
management plan, Northern States also agrees with these
Northern States does not believe that a
recommendations.
plan is needed now (for discussion, see
drawdown management
section G.5.). Also, Northern States sees no need for any
further cultural resources analysis (for discussion, see section

Interior.

and

G.6).

Overall, we believe these measures would preserve and
the fish, wildlife, and recreational values of the
Namekagon River, and would be consistent with the management
objectives of the National Park Service (NPS) for the St. Croix
Mild and Scenic Riverway (U.S. Department of the Interior,
National park Service, 1976). At the same time, the project
(NWh)
would continue to produce an estimated 7,580 megawatthours
of relatively low-cost, clean, and reliable electricity, and thus
conserve nonrenewable energy resources and avoid the emission of
additional noxious gases that contribute to atmospheric
enhance

pollution.
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R
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February 27, 1992

Project

Mo.

IPPLICRTIOM

1. hpplication type:

Niner

Mew

License

2. Date filed with the Commission: March 22. 1991
3. hpplicant: Northern States Power comoanv
4. Water body: Namekaaon River River basin: St. Croix
5. Nearest city or town: XZygy
6. county: washburn state: wisconsin

S.

PSRPOSE END

seen

POR ECTION

1. purpose. The Licensee, Northern States Power company
(Northern states), has fi).ed an application for a new license for
the continued operation of the Trego Project on the Namekagon
River. This environmental analysis (EA) assesses the impacts
associated with the issuance of a new license for the project and
recommends terms and conditions to become a part of any license
issued.

The Federal power Act (hct) provides the federal Energy
Commission (Commission) with the exclusive authority
license nonfederal waterpower projects on naviqable waterways

Regulatory

to

Pursuant to Section 15(a)(1) of the hct, upon
and federal lands.
expiration of a license, the federal government can take over the
project (with equitable compensation), or the Commission can
issue a new license to either the existing licensee or a new

licensee.

For any license issued, the Commission must determine that
the project adopted will be best adapted to a comprehensive plan
In addition to the power
for improving or developing a waterway.
purposes for which licenses are issued, the
and developmental
Commission shall give equal consideration to the purposes of
energy conservation. the protection, mitigation of damage to, and
enhancement of fish and wildlife (including related spawning
qrounds and habitat), the protection of recreational
opportunities, and the preservation of other aspects of
environmental
quality.
The primary purpose of the Trego Hydroelectric project is to
continue to generate power. The existing project has, and would
continue to have, a total installed capacity of 1.2 Nw, and
produce an average of about 7,580 Mwh of energy per year.
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2.

Need

tor,

neer.

The energy

from the

pro)ect vould

to be useful in meeting a small part of the need for
power pro)ected by the Rid-America Interconnected Network (NAIN)
The project vould
Regional Electric Reliability Councilcontinue to displace fossil-fueled pover generation in the RAIN
Region, thereby conserving nonrenevable fossil fuels and reducing
the atmospheric emission of noxious byproducts caused by the
combustion of fossil fuels.
continue

C.

PROPOSSD PSOJSCT AND ALTSSNATIVSS

1. Description of the proposed action. Northern States
to continue operating its existing licensed project
facilities (see figures 1 and 2). Operation of the project vould
continue to be in a run-of-river mode; no nev construction is
proposes

proposed.

The project das, vhich has an overall length of
approximately 625 feet, is comprised of tvo embankment sections,
Accordingly, the project
a spillway, and a powerhouse.
facilities vould consist of: (1) a northeastern earth eabanksent
section vith a length of 380 feet and a saxiaus height of about
30 feet: (2) a southvestern earthfill eabankaent section with a
length of 110 feet and a aaxiaua height of about 25 feet: (3) an
Aabursen-type buttress, hoiiov, concrete gravity spillvay
structure 92 feet lonq by 27 feet high, suraounted by three
Taintor gates, each 25.5 feet long by 10 feet high, and a 6-footwide trash gate and sluicevay: (4) an iapoundment about 6 miles
long, with a surface ares of 470 acres and an estisated storage
acre-feet at the noraal vater surface elevation
capacity of 4

'00

of 1,035.0 feetl]/ (5) a reinforced concrete, steel. and brick
poverhouse 59.5 feet long by 30.2 feet wide by 74 feet high,
located adjacent to the left end of the spillway structure: (6)
poverhouse generating equipment consisting of tvo open fluae
vertical-axis Prancis turbine-generator units rated at 700
kilowatts (kw) and 500 ku, for a total installed capacity of
1,200 kw: (7) a small substation: and (8) appurtenant equipsent
and

facilities.

is no primary transmission line beyond the project
because the substation feeds directly into Northern
States'istribution system.
There

substation

2. Applicant's proposed enhancement measures. Northern
States proposes to: (I) continue to operate the project in a
run-of-river sode to minisiae fluctuations of the surface
elevation of the impoundsent
The

surface elevations

Geodetic Vertical

(ssl).

Datum

and maintain

shovn

(NGvD),

the natural

volume

and

are as measured from National
the equivalent of sean sea level
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periodicity of stream flow downstream of the pro-ect; (2) support
for the restoration of the gilt darter and lake sturgeon
of the project: (S) keep the existing project intake
structures (trashracks with I.s-inch bar spacing) in place to
and impingement:
(4) consult
minimise resident fish entrainment
with the resource agencies and other interested parties on a
recurring basis in evaluating the need for, and implementing,
future drawdown(s) of the project impoundment to redistribute
accumulated sediments in the upper impoundment and control
associated nuisance aquatic vegetation; (5) notify property
owners in the project area of the existence of archeological
sites on their lands, and of the Wisconsin State )(istoric
Preservation Officer's (SHpo) recommendations for protecting
these sites: and (4) enhance existing recreational access near
the project dam.
3. Federal lands affected None
4. Alternatives to the proposed project.
have been found.
a.
No reasonable action alternatives
The following action alternatives were considered but eliminated
from further evaluation:
(I) Federal takeover: The federal government could, by Act
of Conqress, take over this project and operate it according to
section 14 of the Act. on its own motion or upon recommendation
of a federal department or aqencv. the Commission could recommend
this alternative to congress, alter notice and opportunity for
a federal takeover of
No federal agency has recommended
hearing.
the Trego Project: nor would are recommend any such action based
on our analysis of the project's benefits, as described herein.
Although Interior does not recommend a federal takeover, it
contends that the Commission does not have authority to issue a
new license for the Trego project without specific authorisation
from Congre-s (letter from Jonathan P. Deason, Director. office
of Environmental Affairs, Office of the Secretary, IJ.S.
Department of the Interior, Washington, Dc, November 20, 1991).
Interior believes the Commission lacks Licensing jurisdiction
because the Trego Project is located within the st. croix
National Mild and Scenic River, a unit of the National Park
System, administered by the NpS. Even though Interior opposes
issuance of a new license at this time, it would not oppose
Conqressionai leqislation qrantinq the Commission authority to
issue a new license. Interior takes this position because the
Trego project was in operation before Congress designated the St.
croix River as a National Mild and scenic River, and because the
project has operated without sufficient adverse impacts to prompt
Interior's objection to relicensing. except for the
jurisdictional issue discussed above.
programs
upstream

~
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Aierican Rivers also believes the Commis icn lacks authority
to issu= a n v license for the project and states further that
authority for the management of the project should be transferred
to the NPS, in accordance with section 10(c) of the 'Wild and

Scenic Rivers Act

(WSRA).

Interior noted, the Trego project vas operatinq before
Croix River and Namekagon River, its major tributary,
were designated as Wild and Scenic Rivers in 1968. The enabling
legislation for the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (P. L. 90942) does not prohibit the licensing of existinq projects. when
the present license for the Treqo project was issued in 1977, the
within the
St. croix and the Namekaqon Rivers, were already
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. In the intervening
years, the Commission has exercised its jurisdiction over the
licensed project under the Act on a continuing basis vithout
objection by interior. Under these circumstances, and in the
absence of a clear congressional directive to the contrary, ve
see no justification to now withdrav from the Commission's
regulatory responsibilities under the Act, including the present
review of the pending application for new license. consultation
with all the resource agencies, including the Interior agencies,
and the issuance of any new license with appropriate terms and
the

As

St.

conditions.

the following
We also considered
(2) Other alternatives:
alternatives:
(a) issuance of a nonpower license, (b) issuance
of an annual license, and (c) denial of the license application.
Since no entity has recommend a that a nonpover license be issued
for the project, this option does not appear to be relevant and
Issuance of an
has been dropped from further consideration.
annual license is not expected to be necessary and is not
considered further because sufficient time exists for action on
the pending application before the present license expires in
Natch 1993. Any denial of license vould result in the cessation
of hydropower generation at the project and the potential removal
of all or part of the project works. No commenting entity has
Furtheraore, Northern
recommend-'8 this option for consideration.
States vould have to find a replacement source of energy, leadinq
to the likely consumption of fossil fuels, and thus resulting in
Thus, denial of the pending
increased atmospheric emissions.
application was not evaluated in further detail herein.
b. Alternative of no action. No action would result in
continuing to operate the project as it is presently, vithout the
enhancement measures outlined herein.
environmental
D.

CONSULTATION

AND CONPLIANCS

1. Fish and wildlife
Coordination Act)

.

agency consultation

(Fish

4

Wildlife
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a. U.S. Fish

b. State(s)

c.

6

Wildlife Service:

~Yes.

)LYes.
Yes.

a

No.
Ho.

X Ho.
Fisheries Service:
Secticn 7 consultation (Endangered Species Act)
None.
~Presenta
a. Listed speciesa
b. Consultation:
~Not required.
Bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocepha4i)g. nest along
Reuarksa
the project ispounduent, but are not affected l'1 the project.
The project is vithin the range of the gray wolf {ganja iHRAR),
but suitable habitat does not exist within the project area.
3. section 401 certification (Clean Mater Act)
Not required.
JLRequireda applicant requested certification on 3/19/90.
status : ~valved by the certifying agency on 12/03/90.
Cultural resource consultation (National Historic

National

Marine

Act).
No.
a. State Historic Preservation Officer a~Yes
b. National Park Servicea
JLYes
None F Eligible or listed.
c.
National Register statusa
d. Advisory Council:
Not required.
~ln progress.
Hot required. ~Required.
e. Further consultation:
Me are continuing
to consult with the Advisory
Resarksa
Council for Historic Preservation and t;.~ SHPO on the Trego
project, and on a Statevide programaatic Agreeaaent for Wisconsin.
such an agreeaent would stipulate generic license conditions for
preserving National Register and eligible properties at all
relicensed projects in Wisconsin, including the Trego Project.
whether or not a statevide prograaasaatic Agreeaaent is executed,
Northern States aust consult further with the SHPO, and prepare a
plan for preserving National Register and eligible properties at
the Trego Project.
S. Recreational consultation (Federal Power Act)

Preservation

~o.

a. U.S.
b. NPS.

Owners:

c. State(s)a
6.

Yes.

~Yes.

)LYes.

~No.

No.
No.

scenic rivers {Wild and Scenic Rivers Act)
status: ~one JLListed. Detersination cospleteda 11/02/sa.
Adsinistering agency: Oeoartsent of Interior.
National Park Serv ice
Mild and
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Remarks:
By letter dated November 20, 1991, Interior said
that because the project is located on a desiqnated National Wild
and Scenic River administered
by the NPS as a component of the
National Park System, the provisions of Section 7(a) of the Wild
Interior noted that any
and Scenic Rivers Act are applicable.
proposed construction at the project would require that a Section
7 determination
be made by the Secretary of the Interior.

7. Land and Water conservation Fund lands and
(Land and water Conservation Fund Act).
~None.

Status:

facilities

Designated.

l.

The followinq agencies and entities provided comments on
the application or filed a motion to intervene in response to the
public notice dated Julv 16. 1991.
Date of letter
Ccmmentino aaencies and other entities

State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Treqo Lake District
U.S.

Department

Notions

of the Interior

to intervene

Wisconsin
American

Department

Rivers, Inc.

Date

of Natural sesources

06/27/91
08/28/91
08/28/91
1 1/0 1/91
12/12/91
11/20/91

of motion
07/2&/91

07/29/91

Interior and American Rivers oppose issuance of a
license for the Trego project. As discussed in section
and American Rivers claim that because the
c.a.a.(1), Interior
project is located on a desiqnated National Wild and Scenic
River, the Commission does not have authority to relicense the
Remarks:

new

project.
2. In its

December 12, 1991, response to Interior's
contention that the Commission does not have the authority to
issue a new license for the project, Northern States disagreed,
saying that the Commission clearly possesses the authority to
issue a new license for the project because neither the Act nor
the WSRA prohibits the Commission from issuing a new license. On
January 10, 1992, Northern States responded to the other comments
filed on the application for new license.

P.

APPECTSD SNVIRONNRNT

1. General

description

of the locale.
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a. Description uf the st. croix River Basin. The Trego
project is located on the Nasekagon River, vhich is a tributary
of the St. CroiX River (see figure 2). The St. Croix River,
located in northwestern Wiscon in and eastern Ninnesota, is a
tributary of the upper Nississippi River. The drainage area of
the St. Croix River Basin is 7,650 square miles. The river flows
and
through rolling glacial terrain, including agricultural
forest land. The entire mainstem St. Croix River is a Wild and
Scenic River under the WSRI.
The Namekaqon River is the largest tributary of the st.
Croix River, vith a drainage area of 698 square miles. The
30 miles upstream from the St. CroiX River
project is located
confluence and '70 miles downstream from the river's origin at
The entire mainstem Namekaqon is also located
Lake Namekagon.
within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The reach on
vhich the project is located is designated "recreational," which
allows limited development along the shoreline, including the
One other licensed
shoreline of the project impoundment.
project, the Nayvard Project, FERc No. 2417-001, is located on
the Namekagon River, about 30 miles upstream of the Trego
Project.
b. As of

December 6. 1991, there are a total of 13
hydroelectric developments in the St. Croix River Basin (see
figure 2), including six operating minor projects licensed by the
tvo operating
Commission (one of vhich has tvo developments),
and
four
projects
operating
license
exemptions,
with
projects
On December 23 '991, Northern
without a license or exemption.
states filed an application for a new license for its Hayvard

Project.

c. Target Resources. A target resource is an important
resource that may be cumulatively affected by multiple
development in a river basin. We have identified no target
resources in the st. croix River Basin, based on our evaluation
of the significance and geographic distribution of existing
resources and the comments of the resource agencies on the
application for nev license for the Trego project.
2. Descriptions

(Source:
othervise

Northern

indicated)

of the resources in the project impact area.
States power Company, 1991(a). unless

soils: The project is located near the
limits of the Central plain geologic province. The
project area geology developed from glacial activity. The soil
is generally sandy vith pockets of heavier sandy loam. The
topography is characterized by small ridges, lakes, and boqs.
a

northern

Geoloav and
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flow

b. acreamflow:
low flow:

high flow:
average flow:

286

721
472

o~a

exceeded 90 percent of the tine
exceeded 10 percent of the tine
average annual

Reuarks: Flows are fron U.s. Geological Survey (USGS) data
collected at gauging station No. 05332500, located on the
Hasekagon River at the Trego das during the period frow 1928 to
1970.
c. Water cualitv: Currently, the WDHR classifies the
Nasekagon River at the project site as one that aust neet the
general; fish and other aquatic
following categorical standards:
for public
life uses: standards for recreational use; standards
health and welfare: and standards for dosestic anieals.
Furthernore, the reach of the Nanekaqon River which includes the
project site is also classified under Wisconsin regulations as an
outstandinq resource water. The standards for fish and aquatic
life include the following nunerical standards: a niniuua
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration of 5 nilligraus per liter
water tenperature
(ng/1) at all tines, natural daily/seasonal
fluctuations aaintained with teeperature not to exceed 89 degrees
Fahrenheit for wars water fish, a pN within the range of 6 to 9,
and substance toxicity concentrations within the Environnental
Historical water quality
protection lufency (Eph) guidelines.
data on the Nanekagon River and the Trego inpoundnent, obtained
by the USGs and the NPs fros 1975 to 1983, show that the water
quality in the project vicinity was good for nost uses (Gracayk,

1986)

.

d. Fisheries:
anadronous:

~Absent.

Present.

Resident:

~sent.

JLPresent.

The fishery of the Trego ispoundnent and the Wasekagon River
consists of a diverse conuunity of species, and has received
Early uanageaent was
considerable nanagenent attention.
prinarily linited to stocking of gasefish, panfish, and forage
fish. However, the ewphasis of the stocking progran has been,
hs a result of
and continues to be, on walleye and uuskellunge.
these stocking efforts, the Trego inpoundnent has becoae known
for its walleye, seal lsouth bass, blueqil1, and black crappie

fishing
other gaea fish in the vicinity of the project include
northern pike, largesouth bass, yellow perch. rock bass,
puspkinseed sunfish, and brown trout. Honqane fish include
burbot, white sucker, golden redhorse, greater redhorse and river
redhorse (both listed as threatened by the WDNR), shorthead
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redhorse.

northern

mudminnov,

common

i'oqsucker, yellov bullhead, black bullhead,
golden shiner, madtom. log perch,
shiner, creek chub, and chestnut lamprey.

brovn ~u!!head, boviin,

e.
Upland

Yeoetat ion:
Cover type

Species
Jack pine, aspen, vhite birch,
red oak, Norvay pine, white pine
tamarack, black spruce, balsam
fir, green and black ash, elm,
Dominant

forest

palustrine forested
vetland g/

palustrine
palustrine
persistent
lacustrine

scrub-shrub

and silver maple
willow

emergent

cattail, bur-reed

lacustrine

littoral

littoral

1 imnetic 'aquatic bed

emergent

and

flat-stem pond weed, coontail,
vater milfoil, water lily
vild rice

f. Wildlife: Upland forested areas near the project
provide
habitat for a variety of vildlife species including:
ruffed
grouse, woodcock, broad-vinged hawk, osprey, bald eagle, bobcat,
red and gray fox, porcupine, voodchuck, raccoon, red squirrel,
short-tailed weasel, chipmunk, striped skunk, cotton-tail, snowshoe hare, white-tailed deer, black hear, and numerous small
Wetland areas at the project, especially'in the
mammal species.
upper impoundment area, provide value"le habitat for mallard,
blue-winged teal, vood duck, common and hooded merganser, great
blue and green heron, common loon, and aquatic furbearers.
g. Cultural: National Register (listed and eligible)
properties are present at the project. The Trego Dam Nistoric
District, consisting of the existing powerhouse, south earthen
dam, reinforced multi-section
dam, north earthen dam, the highvoltage substation —all constructed in 1926-27 -- and the
highway bridge are eligible for listing in the National Reqister
of Nistoric Places. It is a representative and highly intact
example of small-scale hydroelectric facilities constructed by
the second generation of electric utility systems in Wisconsin
before World War II.
Also, an archeological survey of the project reservoir
shoreline, conducted for Northern States by the Burnett County
Nistorical Society. identified five archeological and tvo
Wetland

nomenclature

follovs Covardin,

et al. (1979)
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historic sites th t are. or may be, eligible fcr he National
Register. The two historic sites are outside the reservoir
operation limits; therefore, not affected by the project and not
in need of further survey work. One of the archuological sites
not to be eligible during a sore recent survey.
was determined
Of the remaining four sites, site 34:2 is considered eligible
based on existing data, and sites 29: 1, 29:2, and 35: 1 are
recommended
for further evaluation for eligibility by the SHFO.
h. visual: The project area is mostly forested and highly
scenic. Shoreline development is restricted because the project
area is located vithin the st. croix National scenic Riverway.
In the developed areas on the Trego impoundment, most of the
buildings are situated back from the shoreline and among aature
trees, so that the natural view is not appreciably altered. The
scenic quality of the area attracts considerable recreational
use.

i.

Recreation: The Naaekagon River, from the railroad
bridge crossing near the village of Trego, dovnstreaa to Trego
daa, is classified by the NPS as a Recreation River Area within
the National wild and Scenic Rivers Systea. This 6.5-sile-long
reach includes the entire licensed Trego Project. The river
upstream and dovnstreaa of the project is classified as a Scenic
River Area (U.S. Department of the Interior. National park

Service, 1976).
The project impoundment and tailrace area provide a variety
of public outdoor recreational opportunities, including canoeing
The impoundaent
is
and other boating, fishing, and sightseeing.
stocked vith gaaefish and panfish. Annual visitation at the
project is estiaated at 5,000 visitors, with a daily peak of 750

visitors (Northern States, 1991(b)).
Northern States provides a canoe portage at the daa's north
as well as pub1ic safety facilities, fencing, and
embankment,
signs at the project. other recreational facilities adjacent to
the project iapoundaent include four privately-ovned resorts
(three vith caapgrounds). tvo canoe rental establishments, a
public boat landing, and an 11-acre park at the upper end of the
maintained by the village of Trego. Facilities at
impoundment
this park include 50 picnic units, 61 campsites, a playground,
and

sanitary

facilities.

The NPS has acquired ovnership of three tracts of shoreland
on the Trego impoundment
vhich have a coabined area of about 151
acres. The NpS has no present plans for the acquisition of other
A 3.6-mileshoreland or land rights on the Trego impoundment.
long hiking and cross-country ski trail is maintained by the NPS
The trail
along the right (north) shoreline of the impoundment.
was designed by the NPS for beginner and intermediate skiers.
The Nps also operates a visitor information center just off
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The Hps
Highway 63, near the upper end of the impoundmen-.
center is visited by canoeists and other outdo~a en~husiasts
traveling through the area.
Land use: Northern States owns about 19 acres of land
near the project dam, as well as flowage or fee title rights for
Control of shoreland
all lands under the 470-acre impoundment.
development is vested in the Washburn County Zoning
Administration
in accordance with the County's shoreland and
other zoning ordinances.
The County's shoreland zoning codes
require a minimum 75-foot structure set-back, a 30 percent
restriction on removal or cutting of vegetation within 35 feet of
the shoreline, and prohibitions on filling, grading, and
ditching.
Thirty percent of the impoundment shoreline is developed
with private homes, cottages, resorts and campgrounds.
The
remaining project area has an undeveloped,
forested character.
k. socioeconomics: The project is located in the sparsely
populated northwestern corner of wisconsin.
The 1990 population
of Washburn County, Wieconsin, was 13,772 (personal
communication,
Statistical Information Assistant, Bureau of
Census, Suitland, Maryland, November 21, 1991). Tourism is a
major component of the local economy, together with agriculture,
especially dairy farming.
0 RNVIRONMNNTAIs ISSNSN AND PROPONRD RRSOLSTIONS
There are 7 issues addressed below.
1. Proiect oneration: Northern States now operates and
proposes to continue operating the project in a run-of-river
mode, in which inflow to the project impoundment
equals outflow.
Based on its prefiling consultation with the resource
agencies for relicensing, Northern States installed new
operational controls in 1990 to narrow the normal range of the
Northern States
power pool to within 0.3-foot total fluctuation.
attempts to maintain a winter pool elevation between 1,034.8 feet
and 1,034.9 feet, and summer power pool elevation between 1,034.8

j.

feet

and

1,035.1 feet.

The wDNR recommends the project
mode, with the elevation of the
maintained during normal operation between 1,034.8
impoundment
and 1,034.9 feet in winter. and between 1,034.8 and 1,035.1 feet,
during the remainder of the year (letter from William M. Clark,
Agency

recommendations.

operate in a run-of-river

Project

Manager, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Spooner, WiscOnSin. August 28, 1991). The WDNR says
that under extreme conditions, the elevation of the impoundment
should vary between 1,034.7 and 1,035.3 feet, or up to 0.6 foot,
NWD

FERC

Resources,
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for flood flovs, equipment nalfunctions, or operational
emergent.~les, orovided these terms are clearly defined and agreed
to by the NDNR. To verify run-of-river operation, the WDNR
recoaaends Northern States main-.ain its existing streamflov
monitorinq equipment, maintain daily operator logs and continuous

circular chart recordings,

within

30 days upon request.

and provide

such records

to

wDNR

Interior recomaends Northern states maintain the surface
elevation of the Treqo impoundment at 1.035.0 feet, with a
maximum elevation of 1,035.25 and a miniaua elevation of 1,034.75
feet, or vithin an operatinq range of 0.5 foot (letter froa
Jonathan P. Deason, Director, Office of Environmental Affairs,
Office of the Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior,
washington, Dc, Noveaber 20, 1991) . Interior also recoaaends
that the project impoundment should not be modified beyond its
recomaended elevation limits vithout the prior concurrence of the
service (Pws), and the Nps. To
wDNR, the U.s. pish and wildlife
demonstrate coapliance vith its recoamended operational levels at
the project impoundaent, Interior recoaaends Northern States
ensure that its upstreaa and dovnstreaa staff qaqes are clearly
visible to the Public, are acceptable to the PWS and the State,
indicate rhe maxiaua and minimum allowed surface elevations at
i the
and aaintain daily records and provide them to
impoundment,
the PWS and the State upon request.
Applieaat'
respoase. Although Northern States atteapts to
liait noraal iapoundment fluctuations to the levels recoaaended
by the WDNR, Northern states proposes a 0.3-foot normal operatinq
range year-round (letter from Anthony G. Schuster, Vice
President, Pover Supply, Northern States Power Company, Eau
Claire, Wisconsin, January 10, 1992). Northern States believes
that a more restrictive operating range in winter vould be both
technically difficult to achieve and unjustified froa an
perspective.environmental
Northern States agrees vith the WDNR's recoamendation
for a
0.6-foot i~poundaent variation durinq extreme conditions, except
that the specified operating range should extend betveen
elevations 1,034.5 and 1 ~ 035.2 feet. Northern States requests a
sliqhtly lover minimum elevation because of concern over future
coapliance and the operational limitations of its load control
equipment, vhich are set to automatically shed load a final time
vith 4 fallinq impoundment at elevation 1,034.7 feet.
Northern States questions the WDNR's recommendation that
future deviations from normal operation be clearly defined and
agreed to by the WDNR. In addition to the extreme conditions
referenced by the NDNR, Northern States says variations in the
level could also be required during extreme drought,
impoundment
ice jams, or other unforseen events beyond its control. Northern
States believes it should not be necessary to define every
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possible occurrence when a variance from the norrai operating
ln response to Interior's recommendation
range may be nece-sary.
regime. Northern States
on any changes in the project operating
sugqests that the mode of project operation could be temporarily
modified in the future if required by operating emergencies
beyond its control or for short periods upon mutual agreement
among itself, the WONR, and the NPS.
Northern States concurs vith the WDNR's and Interior's
recommendations

on streamf low

gaging.

Conclusion. Although Northern States recently installed new
monitoring equipment in an attempt to maintain the total
fluctuation of the Trego impoundment to within 0.3 foot, it has
such tight
had very limited operating experience in maintaining
Furthermore, Northern
control of the surface elevations.
units are old and do not. have as much
flexibility to adjust to different flow conditions as never and
additionally, even though Northern
more modern generating units.
States has new monitoring equipment at the project, the equipment
cannot respond to instantaneous flow changes vhen exercising
control over the turbine-qenerator units and/or sluice gate, thus
resulting in a time lag.
We conclude that many factors can cause changes in the
elevation of the Trego impoundment, as da. scribed above. Ne also
note the factor of wind tides (wind setup) at the project.
hlthough the impoundment has a maximum width of only 0.35 mile,
it is about 6 miles lonq, and can be affected by vind setup vhich
causes different elevations at different locations on the
at the saae time. Ss a result of this factor, and
impoundment
the various other conditions that could periodically influence
impoundment
levels, we believe that Northern States should not be
States'urbine-qenerator

penalixed if, while making a good faith effort to remain within
the normal operating range, it fails to achieve any overly
restrictive target elevation objectives.

Therefore,

ve recommend

that any new license for the project

include a requirement for operation in a run-of-river mode, and
for a stabilixed impoundment to the extent. that operating
We also recommend
conditions and equipment calibration permits.
that any new license set a target elevation for the Trego
at 1,034.9 feet, but allow for a fluctuation of 0.3
impoundment
foot around the tarqet elevation. Hence, the impoundment would
have to exceed 1,035.2 feet or fall below 1,034.6 feet before
Northern

States is subject to
that

any

compliance action.

We

also

extreme conditions,
such as floods, ice
jams, equipment malfunction. or operational emergencies, the
normal elevation limits for the impoundment
be lifted.

recommend

under

We conclude that it is unnecessary
and unreasonable to
require Northern States to enter into an agreement vith the

WONR
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to define all of the specific extreme operating
could occur in the future.

conditions

that

of the project in a run-of-river mode would
of the surface elevation of the project
and would maintain the natural volume and
impoundment,
periodicity of stream flow downstream of the project. Thus,
aquatic resources in the Hamekagon River downstream of the
project would be protected. Since the project would not alter
streamflow in the Namekagon River upstream or downstream of the
project, fish and wildlife habitats. including wetland areas,
would not be affected by project operation.
Furthermore, we
conclude that our recommended operating regime is consistent with
the stated management objectives of the NpS (U.S. Department of
the Interior, National Park sezvice, 1976).
Future operation

minimize

fluctuations

system currently used at Trego dam was
in 1990, and consists of a Hontedora-whitney
flow/Level
Computer with sensors to monitor headwater and tailvater levels.
output from these sensors are recorded on continuous recording
charts which provide a permanent record of project operation. In
addition, staff gages are maintained on the dam headworks and in
the project's tailwaters.
The monitoring

installed

We conclude that Northern
States'xistinq streamflow
monitorinq system is adequate to verify compliance with the runof-river operation and impoundment level requirements, and
recommend that the system continue to be used in the future, but
with the improved visibility features suggested by Interior to
In addition, in
permit easy public scrutiny of operations.
accordance with the recommendations of the WDHR and Interior, we
conclude that Northern States should be required to provide data
from the monitoring system to the UsOs. the HPs, the Fws, and the
WDNR within
30 days of any agency request foz the data.

and

2. sturaeon and oilt darter reintroduction:
Lake
gilt darter are state protected species (endangered

sturgeon
and

The presence of Treqo dam serves as a
respectively).
barrier to upstream movement of these species: however, neither
species is now known to exist in the Treqo impoundment (letter
from William H. Clark, NWD FERC project manager, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources. spooner. Wisconsin, september
24. 1990).
Northern States, in consultation with the WDHR, has
committed to provide fundinq (totalling SS,000) for lake sturgeon
restoration efforts upstream of the Trego dam. In qeneral, the
NDHR intends
to use the funds to stock hatchery raised fingerling
The WDNR would monitor the
sturgeon in the Trego impoundment.
success of the restoration program as part of its normal
monitoring studies. The WDNR indicates that the slow growth and
reproductive capacity of lake sturqeon warrants a long-ters

threatened,
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from both the
commitment
license would expire

HDNR

and Northern

(i.e.. 30 years)
the success of the

States.

Any new

before a determination can
lake sturgeon restoration
be made regarding
efforts. In addition, the WDNR requests funding ($ 500 initially
and $ 2,000 later, if suitable habitat is found) for
reintroduction of the gilt darter above the Trego project. The
that the $ 5,000 for lake sturgeon restoration and
WDNR recomaends
the initial $ 500 for gilt darter habitat assessment be provided
within 2 years of license issuance (letter to Lloyd Everhart,
Northern States power Company, from William H. Clark, NWD FERC
Project Hanaqer. Wisconsin DePartment of Natural Resources,
Spooner, Wisconsin, March 2l, 1991). Northern States has agreed
to provide this funding within 6 months of license issuance
(letter from Lloyd D. Everhart, Administrator, Hydro Licensing
and Environmental
Studies, Northern States power company, Eau
claire, Wisconsin. February 25, 1991).
The lake sturgeon and the gilt, darter were historically
found throughout the Namekaqon River. However, the presence of
Trego dam has limited the geographic range of both species to the
Namekagon River downstream of the project, leading tc their
extirpation from the Namekagon River upstream of the Trego
project. It is the intent of the HNR to restore the lake
sturgeon and gilt darter to the Namekagon River upstream of Treqo
undesirable species, such as the common
dam without reintroducing
carp. The implementation of effective measures for lake sturgeon
restoration and gilt darter reintroduction, in the form of
stocking, would enhance the fish community structure upstream of

range would also
Trego dam. Expandinq each species'eographic
increase population mixe, and possibly lead to the removal of the

species from the state protected list.
Therefore, if a license is issued for the Trego project, we
recommend that the licensee be required to provide $ 5,000 to the
restoration and $ 500 to the WDNR for a
HDNR for lake sturgeon
study to assess the potential for restoring the gilt darter above
Treqo dam. If the study indicates that gilt darter restoration
is feasible, Northern States should provide $ 2,000 to the WDHR
for restoration efforts.
Fish entrainment and mortalitv:
The WDNR states that
fish entrainment is occurrinq at the Trego Project. but the
aagnitude of fish mortality is unknown, pending the results from
planned and ongoing fish entrainment studies conducted at other
locations in the state. The WDNR believes its continued stockinq
provides adequate mitigation
program for the Treqo impoundment
for whatever fish entrainment and mortality losses may occur in
the near future. Therefore, the WDNR recommends that any license
issued contain a provision requesting reopening the license and
consideration of amended terms and conditions by the resource
agencies should new information suggest the need for mitigation
of fish entrainment and associated fish mortality losses.
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ates says that the potential fr" . ish entrainment
Northern states
and fish mortality is low at the Trego project.
1) 1.5-inch
supports its conclusion with four observations:
trashrack spacing keeps moderate and large fish out of the
turbines: 2) the Trego impoundment and the Namekagon River below
the project have robust fish populations: 3) there are no
practical means to prevent entrainment of larval and juvenile
fish; and 6) juvenile and larval fish are passing through the
turbines and contributing to the downstream fishery.
Nortn

-

n 8

Background.
support resident

The Namekagon

River and the Trego

impoundment

of sport fish. Continued operation
of the project would contribute to fish mortality if fish were
not prevented from entering the project intake and passing
fish could be killed or
through the turbines.
Once entrained,
injured by the turbine or subject to pressure injury in the water
conveyance system (Rochester et al., 1986). Recent studies on
entrainment mortality of warmwater fishes at the Thornapple Nydro
project, FERC No. 2675, on the Flambeau River, Wisconsin, showed
mortality rates of less than 10 percent (initial) and less than
16 percent (delayed) for fish that are entrained through the
project turbines. In addition, the entrainment. rates for walleye
ranged from 28 percent to 52 percent: for smallmouth bass the
rate was 50 percent: and for black crappie the entrainment rate
ranged fro» 33 percent to 6D percent.
To lessen the potential for turbine mortality associated
with the Trego project, Northern States proposes to maintain the
existing trashracks, which have a 1.5-inch clear spacing between
bars with an intake velocity of less than 1 foot per second
populations

(fps).

have been used at hydropower plants to deter fish
project intakes. Designed to physically block the
passage of larger fish whrle permitting smaller fish to pass
through, the effectiveness of trashracks is influenced by intake
velocities and the size of bar spacings (Bell, 1986).
The influence of bar spacing on fish entrainment
is related
to the size of the fish. For fish of a given size, the greater
the spacing between trashrack bars. the greater the probability
of the fish passing through the trashrack. Trashracks designed
to block fish passage at hydroelectric projects (1-inch bar
Novever. trashracks
spacing) have not been extensively studied.
with 1- to 3-inch spacing have been found to prevent the passage
of larger fish at steam electric stations (Stone and Webster
Engineering corporation, 1986). For the Trego project, we
calculate that a 1.5-inch bar spacing would protect walleye and
smallmouth bass Of approximately
15.5 inches and 13.5 inches,
Black crappie and bluegill in the Trego
respectively.
impoundment,
based upon the length freguency distribution, would
not be protected.

Trashracks

from entering
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rt".ermore, a=: art of the lake sturgeon reintrcd ~chion
program, fingerling lake sturgeon would be stocked at a sise
Fry may also be stocked,
ranging from 5 to 9 inches in lenqth.
would be stocked at various locations
if available. These fish
upstream of the Trego impoundment to the hase of the Hayward dam.
proposed 1.5-inch bar spacing, together
It is expected that the of
less that 1 foot per second, would
with an intake velocity
minimize entrainment of lake sturqeon at the Trego project
(personal conversation, Larry Deamman, Regional Fish Manager,
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Spooner, Wisconsin,
February 18, 1992). Fry or fingerling lake sturgeon that pass
through the turbine units would benefit the lake sturgeon fishery
downstream of the Trego project.
The velocity of water in the intake can influence potential
impingement on the trashrack in much the same manner as the
There is a
ttashrack bar spacing can influence fish entrainment.
Fi

positive relationship between fish sise and swimming ability: the
gteater the intake velocity, the larger the fish must be to
Kowever, it is difficult to
escape possible impingement.
establish one optimal intake velocity applicable to a mixed array
of fish species and sixes (Kansen and Li, 1978).
conclusion. We conclude that Northern States'roposal to
keep the existing water intake structures (i.e., traehracks) in
place would minimise resident fish entrainment and impingement at
the Trego project. Although it is unclear what effects the
trashrack bar spacing of 1.5 inches is having on the resident
bluegill and black crappie fishery, and would have on the
proposed lake sturgeon fishery, we do not believe there is any
evidence at this time to support the need to alter the present
In the event that evidence
design of the existing trashrack.
shows that the desiqn of the existing trashrack should be changed
at some time in the future, standard license article 11 affords
the resource agencies the apportunity to recommend changes in
project structures or operation for the conservation and
development of fish and wildlife resources.

4. Fish uassaae: Currently, upstream and downstream
passage of fish past the Trego dam is not a management objective
for the Namekaqon River (letter from William H. Clark, NWD FERC
project Nanaqer, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources,
Spooner, Wisconsin, August 28, 1991). Nowever, should manaqement
objectives change and fish passage be required, it may be
necessary for Northern States to install appropriate upstream and
Interior requests
downstream fish passage facilities.
reservation of authority to prescribe the construction,
operation, and maintenance of fishways for the Trego Project
pursuant to Section 18 of the Federal Power Act (letter from
jonathan P. Deason, Director, Office of Environmental Affairs,
Office of the secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior,
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20, 1991). Northern Sta&4e accepts
for the reservation of authority.
Section 18 of the Fpk provides the Secretary of Interior the
authority to prescribe fishways. 3/ Although fish passage
facilities may not be recommended by Interior at the time of
project licensing, such as for the Trego project, the Commission
should include license articles which reserve Interior's
we recognise that future
prescription authority.U
fish passage needs and management objectives cannot always be
predicted at the time of license issuance. Under these
circumstances, and upon receivinq a specific request from
Interior, the commission should reserve Interior's authority to
prescribe fishways. Therefore, an article will be included in
any license issued to reserve authority to the Commission to
require the licensee to construct, operate and maintain such
fishways as may be prescribed by Interior pursuant to Section 18
of the Act.
S. Drawdowns to reduce sedimentation snd veaetation: Since
the project's construction in 1927, considerable sediment
deposition has occurred, creating wetlands in inlets of the Trego
impoundment,
particularly the upstream end where the Namekagon
River enters. In this area, 3 to 8 feet of sediment has been
deposited (an estimated 145,000 cubic yards). Estimates show
that 2,000 cubic yards of sediment per year continue to settle in
the upper reaches of the impoundment (NDNR, 1989). As a result
of the shallow conditions, aquatic plants invade such areas,
especially in the 15-acre Namekagon River inlet area.
Nomeowners on the shoreline of the Trego iapoundment,
acting
through the Trego Lake District (TLD), claim that shallow water
conditions and associated weed growth limit access and public use
at the Treqo impoundment by constraining boating activities and
other recreational uses. based on these concerns, several recent
investiqations of the problem have bean completed to determine
the nature of the issue and alternative measures to improve
conditions in the upper impoundment area (WDNR, 1989). The
studies have shown that the sediment oriqinates in the upstreaa
watershed, mostly from natural sourcess the TLD suggests that
local construction activities have also added to the sediment
Several alternative measures have
levels in the impoundment.
been evaluated to correct the problem, includinq construction of
washington.

Interior's

DC. Mc"ember

request

section 18 of the
require construction,
its own expense...such
Secretary of Commerce
appropriate."

+4

Lvnchbura

Nvdro

"The commission shall
Act provides:
maintenance, and operation by a licensee
fishways as may be prescribed by the

or the Secretary of Interior as

Associates,

39 FERC

q

61,079 (1987).

at
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trap, dredging, a weed contrcl program, as
of the impoundment.
In November and December 197 , Northern States conducted an
11-foot drawdovn of the Trego impoundment to facilitate repairs
to the das. The drawdovn increased hydraulic gradients and
effective1y scoured out sost of the sediment and aquatic
vegetation groving in the sediments in the upper impoundment
area, thereby restoring the bottom to near preimpoundsent
conditions.
In addition, sediment vas removed by vater level
manipulations vhich allowed bottom sediaents and plants to freere
into the vinter ice, and the mixture of sediaent and ice was then
resuspended by raising vater levels. The scouring, along vith
the effects of the freering and refilling process, resulted in
the relocation of about 20,000 cubic yards of material from the
inlet area to other areas in the impoundment (WDNR, 1989).
TLD as4 agency recoaaeadstioms.
The TLD recommends a 30-day
dravdovn of 4-5 feet every 4-5 years, starting October 25 and
ending Decesber 5, to improve recreational access and uses in the
(letter to Northern states power coapany
upper Trego iapoundaent
froa Donald C. Nanson, Chairperson. Trego Lake District, Trego,
Wisconsin, Novesber 15, 1990).
The WDNR sees no present need for a drawdown of the
ispoundaent.
Hovever, the WDNR says that it is likely that
Northern States vould need to schedule one or sore project
aaintenance dravdowns during the term of any nev license, and
that the sediaentation issue sho .~ be considered in conjunction
vith any such dravdovn.
Therefore, the NDNR recomaends that
Northern States prepare a drawdown management plan in
consultation vith the resource agencies and the TLD within one
year froa the date of issuance of any nev license. The plan aust
consider the effect of a drawdovn on all project resources, and
should ensure future resource protection, provide for
participation by the affected property ovners, outline
responsibilities of all the interested parties for collecting the
data, and def ne procedures for scheduling specific future
an upstrea.~

sediment

veil as periodic

drawdown

dravdowns.

To establish baseline data for use in formulating future
sanageaent decisions on dravdowns, the WDNR recommends that
Northern States conduct a quantitative survey of aquatic
sacrophytes (vegetation) at the impoundment vithin one year from
the date of issuance of any new license.

In addition, if a future drawdown is determined to be
necessary. the 'WDNR stipulates that dravdovns should be scheduled
to begin in early September and completed by mid-September, the
rate of drawdown should not exceed one foot per day for the first
four days to minimize the stranding of aquatic species in the
dravdovns should not exceed 11 feet in depth, and
impoundment,
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the public should be notified before any

drawdown

occurs

(letter

to Nor he=a States Power company from William H. clark, NWD FERC
project Hanager, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources,
Spooner, Wisconsin, February 15, 1991). The WDNR says that
Northern States should evaluate the need for a drawdown at about
10-year intervals over the term of any license.
To
dravdovn

cfs

downstream fish and vildlife resources if a
determined to be needed, the WDNR recommends a 230flow release during dravdovn and refilling of the

protect

is

ainimum
impoundment.

Further, the WDNR says that core sampling studies completed
states indicate that several heavy metals 5/ are
present in the Trego impoundment sediments in high enough
concentrations to be of concern, based on EPA guide)ines (letter
from William H. Clark, NwD FERC Project Hanager, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, spooner, Wisconsin, August 29,
1991). To limit any vater quality problems associated vith
sediment containing heavy metals being resuspended durinq
reservoir drawdovns, the WDNR suggests that Northern States
consider sediment management techniques as part of project
operation. Also, the HDNR recommends that any nev license
contain a provision to reopen the license if nev information
shows a need for additional sediment sampling and appropriate
management techniques.
Interior concurs vith the WDNR that a drawdovn management
plan should be developed by Nor..em States, and that Northern
States should ensure that: (1) the WDNR's recommended ramping
rate is implemented during any dravdowns, and (2) the WDHR's
recommended 230-cfs minimum flow is released during impoundment
by Horthern

drawdown

and

refilling.

Applioamt's propose),
In response to the comments and
recomaendations outlined above, Northern states remains committed
to cooperate with the TLD and the resource agencies in conducting
drawdowns a.ad in developing a drawdown management plan when, and
Northern States
a project maintenance dravdovn is scheduled.
if,
indicates that Treqo dam is in excellent condition and, contrary
to the v..aw of HDNR. it foresees no need for any maintenancerelated drawdovns for many years. Northern states opposes a
license requirement to develop a drawdown management plan nov,
but suggests instead that such a plan should be formulated just
before it is needed. Northern states acknovledges that
macrophytes are nov very abundant in parts of the impoundment.
The heavy metals include arsenic (heavily polluted): and
chromium, copper, and sine (moderately polluted).
In addition,
the WDNR is concerned about the level of mercury in the Trego
impoundment.

Q5
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Northern

and

cfs

Interior
minimum

impoundment.

States agrees to the recommendations of the WDNR
rate of dravdovn and providing a 23oflov release during and after a dravdovn of the Trego
on ..imping the

In regard to the WDNR's recommendation for a aacrophyte
survey, Northern States is not opposed to conducting a sesiquantitative macrophyte survey for aanac)eaent purposes at the
project iapoundaent, but believes that such a survey would best
be performed immediately before any planned dra"dovn in the
future. It notes that historic aacrophyte data is available as a
baseline and that the year-to-year variability and seasonal
changes in plant abundance could sake data collected in the near

obsolete.
As to future sedisent management
techniques, Northern States
is willing to work vith the WDNR. Hovever, its positions is that
because the contaminants originated elsevhere in the watershed,
it should not be accountable for their removal and disposable.
Coaolusioa. Ne conclude that Tao's dravdown proposal is
unreasonable, based on: (1) the lack of technical evidence to
support the need for a drawdown nov or at any specified intervals
in the future; (2) the questionable effectiveness of a five-foot
drawdown in accoaplishinc) the stated objertivec (3) the high
value of the present natural resource hase, including vetland
areas; and (I) the environaental concerns of the resource
agencies.
Wovever, we generally agree vith th recomaendation of the
WDNR and Interior
that a drawdovn aanageaent plan should be
prepared by Northern States. A properly managed reservoir
drawdovn could iaprove boating conditions on Trego iapoundaent
and control undesirable aquatic plant species, vhile ainiaisinc(
adverse impacts on other Fish and wildlife resources. We believe
that such a plan should include tvo cosponentsc (1) a needs
analysis, subsequently updated at four-year intervals in
cooperation with all t..a parties; and (2) if a need is
identified, a dravdovn implementation plan, including cooperative
pre-dravdovn studies to determine (a) the effects of a drawdown
on all resources: (b) the specific timing, degree, and duration
of the planned dravdovn: and (c) monitoring of the drawdovn and
term

its effects,

in consultation

with

all the parties.

recossend that the plan be formulated and filed for
approval within one year from the date of issuance of
any new license, and that subsecpcent updates of the plan should
be scheduled in conjunction vith the filing of the standard pRRC
Pore 80, t.icensed Nydropover Developaent Recreation Reports, for
the project at four-year intervals.
We

commission
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for any future drawdown should be determined
MDNR, the FMS, the Nps, and the TLD, based
fish, and wildlife needs at the
on documented recreational,
determined,
at
a minimum, by recreational and
be
project [to
In determininq any recreational need for a
aacrophyte surveys).
future drawdown. Northern States'lan must fully consider the
of the Nps, the primary administrative agency for
recommendations
recreation in the project area. In determininq any need for
future drawdowns based on fish and wildlife requi rements,
Northern states'lan should qive major consideration to the
of the MDNR and the FWS.
recommendations
If a future drawdown of the Trego impoundment is necessary,
as determined according to the requirements of the drawdown
management plan, a drawdown is determined to be consistent with
the management objectives of the HpS, and the environmental
issues are resolved to the satisfaction of the resource agencies,
Northern States shall conduct a drawdown, an4 implement the
specific ramping rate, minimum flow, and other recommendations of
the MDNR and Interior, as discussed herein.
that any license
We concur with the WDNR recommendation
should contain a provision for Northern States to conduct
sediment sampling in conjunction with any planned draw4own of the
Also, should nsw evidence show the need for
Trego impoun4ment.
sediment management techniques, standard license article ll
affords the resource agencies the opportunity to recommend
changes in project structures or operation for the conservation
and development of fish and wildlife resources.
6. cultural resources: Relicensi-g the Treqo project
provides the opportunity for continued protection of the
following cultural resources:
(a) the Trego Dam Historic
District (District)) (b) the archeological sites identified near
the reservoir margin: and (c) other unidentified archeological
sites that may be buried or inundate4 in the project area.
As discussed in section f.?.g., there is one eligible
archeological site (34:2) and three archeological sites (29:I,
29:2, and 35:1) that may be eligible. The SHPO does not
for site 3a:2. The sHpo
recommend any particular mitigation
recommends that sites 29:2 and 35: 1 be evaluated for National
Register eligibility; and that site 29:1, which is partially
inundated, be considered eligible until it can be evaluated when
The sHPo also recommends
exposed through reservoir drawdown.
that Northern States conduct archeological surveys in the
recreation areas recommended for improvement in the Northwest
Regional Planninq Commission's (MRPC) report [letter to Anthony
schuster, Northern states Power company, from Richard Dexter,
Chief, Compliance Section, Division of Historic preservation, the
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison. Wisconsin, June
The need

cooperatively

7, 1991)

~

with the
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pcsod any
Northern States says that, since it has not
repair work or sodif ication to the Trego Das Historic District,
there is no need for a aitigation plan for the structures that
sake up the District. Also, Northern States believes site 34:2,
vhich is located on a high te"race above the Trego ispoundsent,
would not be affected by project operation, and therefore, would
not require protection seasures.
Northern States says it has not been able to evaluate the
eligibility of sites 29:2 and 35:1 because they are on private
lande whose owners have denied access. Northern states
proposes, as nitigation, to notify other property owners in the
area of the existence of archeological sites on their lands, and
of the SHPO's recossendations for protecting these sites.
Also, because all but one of the recreation iaprovenents
recoaaended by the HRPC are on either NPS or village of Trego
land, Northern States disagrees with the SHPD's recosmendation to
survey these areas. For the recreation proposal that is on
Northern States land, Northern States does not propose any
further survey work because the area has already been surveyed,
activity, except
and there would not b'e any qround-disturbing
where ground disturbance has already taken place. Finally,
Northern States did not respond to the SHpo's recossendation
concerning a future survey of site 29:1 (letter to Richard Dexter
fran Lloyd Everhart, Adninistrator, Hydro Licensing and
Environsental studies, Northern States Power coapany, Eau claire,
Wisconsin, July 25, 1991)
coaclusioa. As for Northern States'roposal to notify
other landowners about archeological sites, we see no need for
Northern States to take such action because we believe that site
confidentiality say serve to prevent or iapede vandalisn at
archeolcgical sites. To avoid potential adverse effects to
National Register listed or eligible properties at the Trego
project, we recossend HortNern States consult with the SHpO and
the NPS and filch for Cosaission approval, a cultural resources
uanagenent plan that addresses the following issues.+
a. Txege Daa Historic District. Continued operation and
aaintenance of the project would generally ensure the long-tera
preservation and protection of the District, and would therefore
Nowever, routine operation and saintenance could
be beneficial.
diainish the District's historic value, if these activities do

.

we are not recossending
any additional surveys at the areas
proposed by the NRPC for recreational inprovenent because
Northern States has insufficient control over the areas owned and
operated by others, and because the recreational isproveaents
proposed by Northern States would not require ground disturbance
in any area where it has not already occuned.
~s
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- - the area 's historic
qualities. Tha ~'ore, to ensure
of
values
historic
the
District
are not inaavertently lost or
the
diminished through ope"ation and maintenance of the project, we
recommend that Northern States consult with the sHPO to develop,
and include as a provision in the cultural resources management
plan for this project, a long-term operation and maintenance plan
that would protect the District's history.
b. Rrcheological sites soar the project impoundment.
hithough the Nps, in a letter dated Narch 8, 1991, expressed
concern for potential effects to site 34:2 from Northern
to dredge the canoe access site, we conclude there would
be no effect on the site because Northern States no longer
proposes to dredge the access.
Archeological sites 29:2 and 35: 1 (located on private lands
abutting the impoundment) could be affected by erosion caused by
project operation. Currently, there is minimal shoreline
erosion, and we do not expect any increased erosion because our
recommended operating range for the project impoundment
would
limit fluctuation to 0.6 foot. Since erosion is minor and
Northern States has been denied access to the sites, we do not
see a need for further surveys at this time. However, we
recommend that Northern States include in its cultural resources
management plan, a plan to: (a) monitor the reservoir shoreline,
particularly the condition of sites 29:2 and 35:1, (b) file an
annual report with the Commission and the SHPO on the monitoring
results, and, (c) should monitoring indicate potential harm to
these sites, attempt to access the sites to conduct the studies
necessary to determine the sites eligibility, and develop a plan
for avoiding or mitigating effects at the eligible sites.
Regarding site 29: 1, we recommend that Northern States
include in its cultural resources management plan measures to
evaluate site 29:1 for eligibility when the reservoir is
sufficiently drawn down to expose the site and allow for its
evaluation.
If the site is found to be eligible, Northern States
should develop a plan, prepared in consultation with the SHPO, to

not consi.

States'roposal

protect the site.
c. other unideatified archeological sites. There still
could be eligible properties in the project area that could be
adversely affected by unforeseen ground-disturbing
activities or
Therefore, we recommend that Northern
by project operation.
States include the following measure in its cultural resources
management
plan: Sefore engaging in any ground disturbance that
has not been considered in this environmental
assessment, or if
properties are found during project operation, Northern States
should take the following actions:
(a) consult with the SHPO:
(b) based on consultations with the SHPO, prepare a plan
describing the appropriate course of action and a schedule for
carrying it out: (c) file the plan for Commission approval: and
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".e necessa; . steps to protect the propertie~ until
notified by the Commission that ail of requirements have been
(d) take

satisfied.
plan

Finally, we recommend that the cultural resources
specifically provide for its being superseded by

if

management

a Statewide

such an agreeaent is
Agreement for Wisconsin
Council, and the
Advisory
the
the
Commission,
executed among
Programmatic

SHPO.

7. Recreation facilities:

xn 1990 Northern States
a recreational use survey of the project area. The
Regional planning Commission (NRPC) analyzed Northern
States'urvey results, investiqated existing recreation
facilities, and conducted a recreation needs assessment. The
resulting report recommended that Northern States, and others
provide
lands on the project impoundment,
administering
improvements
at several sites (Northern States power Company,

conducted
Northwest

States:
1991(a), Appendix D). The NRPC recommends that Northern
(1) construct signs indicating the parking area for walk-in
fishinq off North River Road; (2) dredge the upstream canoe takeout area; and (2) provide trash receptacles and restrooas for
portaqe trail users. The HRPC notes that existinq recreational
facilities on or near the Trego impoundment would meet current
recreational needs, provided that its recreation facility

are implemented within 2 years.
'the PWS recommends that Northern States, when requested by
the WDHR, improve existing public access and recreational
facilities or develop new facilities on the impoundment to
optimize fishinq, hunting, and boatinq activities.
To provide a baseline for future recreation development
decisions, the WDNR asks Northern States to submit user count
data from its 1990 recreational use survey to affected state and
federal agencies within one year of license issuance (letter from
William H. Clark, HMD PERC Project Manager, Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources, Spooner. wisconsin. August 28, 1991). The
States to develop the recreation
MDMR also wants Northern
facilities recommended by the NRPc, and to monitor recreational
use and needs every 10 years for tie term of the license.
recommendations

Northern States agrees to provide the MDNR with the
recreational use data (letter from Anthony C. Schuster, Vice
President, Power Supply, Northern States Power Company, fau
claire, wisconsin, January 10, 1992). With respect to access at
the canoe take-out, Northern States originally agreed to dredqe
Northern
an area 15 by 20 feet at the upstream canoe take-out.
States'ydrologist later determined that dredging was
unnecessary for isproving access (personal conversation, Panels
Gruber, Northern States Power Company, Eau Claire. Wisconsin,
November

22,

1991).

To avoid the adverse environaental

impacts
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them States now proposes to impro~~ the upstreae
site by cutting aquatic vegetation in an area 20
feet long by 3 feet wide. Northern States also agrees to provide
the recosnendad signs at tha North Road Parking area and trash
receptacles at the das portage site. Northern States has not
agreed to provide toilet facilities at the das portage site due
to the close proxinity of such facilities to the earthen dike and
river, but Northern States does agree to consider portable toilet

of dredging,
canoe access

No

facilities.

To inprove public recreational access at the project, we
agree that Northern States should, in consultation with the WDNR
and the NpS. periodically cut the aquatic vegetation at the
existing canoe take-out to facilitate boat access, provide signs
at the North Road parking area, and provide trash receptacles at
the dan portage site. Sased on the high boating use in the area,
Northern States should also provide portable toilet facilities at
the das portage site during peak recreational use periods each
year. In addition, Northern States should be required to provide
the 1990 use data to the NDNR, and to nonitor recreational use
throughout the tern of the license. Licensees are required
routinely to file a Porn 80 with the Coaaission every 4 years.
Licensees aust sonitor recreational use of the project in order
to fill out the fora. which is an accounting of the project
recreational facilities and their use. Purthersore, we conclude
that the planned recreational inprcvenents are consistent with
the stated aanagenent objectives of the Nps (U.S. Dapartsent of
the Interior, National Park Service, 1976).
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S

SNVIRONNSNPAL

IMPACTS

of impacts expected from the applicant's
project (P), with the applicant's proposed mitigation
and any conditions set by a federal land management agency: the
proposed project with any additional mitigation recommended by
the staff {ps): and any action alternative considered [A).
Assessment symbols indicate the following impact levels:
3 s Hajor:
2 s Hoderate:
1 s Hinor;
0 s None:
5 s Short-tera.
S = Beneficial: L s Long-term:
A s Adversel

1.

Assessment

proposed

Impact

a.

Geolccv-Soi1s

b. Streamflow

c. Water
quality:
Tewuerature
Dissolved
oxvoen

Turbidity and
sedimentation

d. Pisheries:

e.

Vecetation

Wildlife

0

0

0

0

0

0

Archeolocical
Historical

0

0

h. Visual cua1itv

0

0

i

Anadromous

Resident

Impact

Resource

1BL 1BI

0

0

0

g. Cultural:

1AL 2SL

l

ISLl2SL

0

I

0

lSL 2SL

Recreation
Land use

0

0

Socioeconcwics

0

0

IBL

Remarks:

d.
WDNR

The stocking proqram agreed upon by Northern
would restore lake sturgeon and gilt darter

the Trego Project.

States

upstream

and the

of

e. Implementation of a drawdown management plan could eliminate
If the
aquatic vegetation and scour the sediment.
impoundment
is invaded by noxious species, a drawdown could
reduce or eliminate these species.
q. Developinq and executinq a cultural resources manaqement
would provide for the protection of National Register and
eligible properties at the project..

plan

i. Cutting the ewerqent vegetation at the canoe take-out on a
periodic basis, and providinq signs, toilets, and trash
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receptacles vould enhance recreational access and
Implementatio« of a drawdown
&n&ties at the project.
management
plan could improve recreational access at the
oppo.

Trego

Project.
2. Imoacts of the

No-Action

Alternative

If a nev license is not issued for the project, vith the
enhancement measures proposed by Northern States,
environmental
and the measures recommended by the resource agencies and the
staff, Northern States vould continue to operate the project in
accordance with its existing license. Northern States is now
required to make a minimum streamflov release of 230 cfs or
inflov. Although Northern states has been operating the project
in a run-of-river mode in recent years, and proposes to continue
to do so in its application for new license, this operation is

license: operation in this manner
flovs. The proposed
and recommended
(as described herein)
would also not be required, as vali as the proposed and
recommended funding of fish restoration studies, and our
not required

in the existing

stabilizes the

recommended
management

and downstream
recreational improvements

impoundment

dravdovn

plan.

I. CONNRSRSNSIVS

management

DSVSDONNRNT

plan and cultural

RND RROONNSNDSD

resources

RLTSRNR&TIVS

Sections 4(e) and 10(a) of the pederal pover Act (Act)
require the Commission to give equal consideration to all uses of
the vatervay on vhich a project is located. when the Commission
revievs a hydropower project, the environment, recreation, fish
values of the waterway
and vildlife, and other nondevelopmental
are considered equally with power and other developmental values.
In determining whether, and under vhat conditions, a hydropover
license should be issued, the Commission must weigh the various
tradeoffs involved in the decision.
economic and environmental
Sased on our independent reviev and evaluation of the
project as proposed and he no-action alternative, ve have
selected issuance of a nev license for the project, vith
additional staff-recommended enhancement measures, as the
preferred option. Neasures recommended to enhance environmental
resources and recreational opportunities include:
(I) required
future operation of the project in a run-of-river mode, using the
new controls installed by Northern States in 1990 to narrow the
normal operating ranqe of the pover pool to vithin 0.3 foot of
total fluctuation, thus providing stabilized and near-natural
aquatic conditions for fish and vildlife at the impoundment and
dovnstream: (2) funding of support programs for the restoration
of the sturgeon and gilt darter upstream of the project through
the WDNR: (3) improved recreational access facilities at the
existing canoe portage near the project dam, including signs,
trash receptacles, portable toilets in summer. and periodic
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cutting of emergent vegetation at the canoe take-out area: (4)
maintenance of d e existing trashracks vith 1.5-inch bar spacinq
to minimire fish entrainment and impingement: (5) formulation of
a drawdown manageaent plan to evaluate the need !or and, if
needed, implement a dravdovn to control sediment accumulation and
aquatic vegetation, and thus provide good recreational access and
use of the upper impoundment;
(6) formulation and implementation
of a cultural resources management plan to protect archeological
sites that may be affected by project operation; and (7)
provision of fish passaqe facilities if future needs require.
In addition to these environmental enhancement measures, the
project would provide continued developmental benefits. hn
estimated 7,580 NNh of relatively low-cost electricity, with an
estimated levelized replacement value of about 8318,000, would
continue to be generated annually from a clean, domestic,
reliable, and renewable energy resource for use by Northern
States'ustomers in portions of Wisconsin, Kichigan, Kinnesota,
North Dakota, and South Dakota. Northern States'urrent
average
cost for power produced by the project, including operation and
maintenance, property taxes, cost of capital, and depreciation,
is estimated at $ 17.40 per NNh of energy.
SinCe more than forty percent of the applicant's energy
requirements are satisfied by coal-fired, steam-electric,
generatinq facilities, any necessary replacement energy for the
7,580 NNh of annual qeneration from the project vould probably
come from coal-tired generation.
Thus, continued generation from
the project vould: (1) conserve non-renewable energy resources:
(2) avoid problems related to the extraction and transportation
of additional fossil fuels and the handliI., and disposal of
associated vastes and byproducts such as coal fly ash and flue
gas desulfurixation sludge; and (3) avoid the emission of
additional noxious qases that contribute to atmospheric pollution
and global warming.Z7
h coal-fired, steam-electric, power plant serving as an
alternative source of capacity and annual energy production equal
to that of the project vould consume approximately 3,160 tons of
coal annually.
hssuming the sulfur content of the coal to be 1.0
percent, the combustion of this quantity of coal would produce 61
tons of the oxides of sulfur. 28.5 tons of the oxides of
nitroqen, 1 5 tons of carbon monoxide, and 7,280 tons of carbon
dioxide per year. State of the art pollution control technology
is capable of effecting a 95-percent reduction in the amount of
produced oxides of sulfur released to the atmosphere and a 60percent reduction in the atmospheric release of the oxides of
nitrogen -- at a cost. Sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxides are
considered prime contributors to the production of acid rain, and
carbon dioxide is considered to be a prime contributor to global

7~

varming.
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and recreational resources
on balance, the environmental
that ve are enhancing are worth the costs of these measures.
Several environmental resources are considered especially
important at this project. As stated in this EA, the fish,
wildlife, and recreational values of the Namekagon River are
outstanding, as indicated by its inclusion within the National
Thus, the natural resource values
Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
our objective
in the project area are o2 national significance.
is to preserve the present balance among these different values,
based on
and provide improvements where feasible and appropriate,
continued consultation between Northern States -and all the
interested parties.
and recreational
The costs of our recommended environmental
measures for the Trego Project are relatively minor, with the
the cost of
We have evaluated
exception of impoundment drawdown.
a one-month drawdown every five years, as recommended by the
Trego Lake District. Me estimate that a one-month project
shutdown would reduce project generation by about 580,000 kWh.
We further estimate that the 50-year levelised cost of
alternative fuel for Northern States to replace the lost
generation would be about 42.0 mills per kgh. Sased on this
information, we estimate that a one-month shutdoie would cost
Northern States about 524,000 each time the impoundment is drawn
down.
This amounts to about 7.5 percent of the project's gross
benefits in any one year.
We considered the uncertain
present need for a management
drawdown, the concerns of the resource agencies over the
environmental
impacts of a drawdown, as well as the cost of a
drawdown in lost power generation and lc t economic benefits.
As
a result, we conclude that further study of the drawdown issue
should be conducted by Northern States to substantiate the need
for a drawdown, and if a need is substantiated, an implementation
plan for a drawdown should Shen be coordinated by Northern States
in consultation with all the interested parties. We further
recommend that the issue be reevaluated on a recurrinq basis
every four years because of the high value of the project
for recreational activity as part of a National Wild
impoundment
and Scenic River.
Section 10(a)(2) of the Act also requires the Commission to
consider the extent to which a project is consistent with federal
or state comprehensive plans for improving, developing, or
conserving a waterway or waterways affected by the project.
Under section 10(a)(2), federal and state aqencies have filed a
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total of 9 comprehensive
confl cts were found.

plans relevant

to this pro)e

"t. 8~

No

Based on our comprehensive evaluation of the project, we
conclude that continued operation of the project would provide
net positive benefits in the public's interest. Therefore,
pursuant to sections 4(e), 10(a)(1) and 10(a)(2) of the Act, we
find that the Trego Hydroelectric Project is best adapted to a
comprehensive plan for the proper use, conservation, and
development of the Namekagon River and other project-related

resources.
8 CONSISTNMCI Ot PISH AND NILOLIPR RRCONNENOATIOMS
pursuant to Section 10(j) of the Act, we are making a
determination that the recommendations of the federal and state
fish and wildlife aqencies are consistent with the purpose and
requirements of Part 1 of the Act and applicable law. Section
10(j) of the Act requires the Commission to include license
conditions, based on the recommendations of federal and state
fish and wildlife agencies, for the protection, mitigation of
adverse impacts to, and enhancement of fish and wildlife.
We
have addressed the concerns of the federal and state fish and
wildlife agencies and made recommendations consistent with those
of the agencies.
We believe several of the measures
(i.e. 3,5,6,8-11)
recommended in the NDNR's letter of August 38, 1'991, are not
appropriate fish and wildlife recommendations under section 10(j)
because they do not provide tens and conditions for the
protection, mitigation of damages to, and enhancement of fish and
wildlife as stipulated in Section 10(j) of the Act. However, we
have considered these measures under our Section 10(a)
5/ St. Croix National Scedic Riverway final master plan, 1976,
National Park Service; Land protection plan, 1984, St. Croix
National Scenic Riverway, National park Services Land protection
plan, 198%, Lower St. Croix National Scenic Riverway, National
Park Services Statement for management, St. Croix and Lower St.
Croix National Scenic Riverways, 1986, National Park service:
Comprehensive master plan for the management of the upper
Mississippi River system - Environmental report, 1986, National
park service: St. Croix River Basin areawide water quality
management plan, 1980, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources;
Statewide comprehensive outdoor recreation plan, 1985, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources: An evaluation of the
sedimentation process and management alternatives for the Trego
flowage, Washburn County, Wisconsin, 1989, Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources: and North American waterfowl management
plan, 1986, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Canadian Wildlife

Service.
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responsibilities of the Act and addressed them in this EA. we
agree with .&cue measures. Me have not addresse .ieaaures 10 and
11. which require compliance with wisconsin statutes and codes.
This is the responsibility of the state of Wisconsin.
X. CONCLUSION
Issuance of a new license for the continued operation of the
Trego project would result in the implementation of several
enhancement measures, as described herein.
environmental
In
addition, ongoing planning and consultation activities would be
required of the licensee to ensure the continued monitoring of
environmental
needs in the project area. Since the project is
constructed and operating, there would be no project-related
construction impacts associated with the recommended issuance of
a new license.
On the basis of our independent
environmental
analysis,
issuance of a new license for the Trego Project would not
constitute a major federal action significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment.
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